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Resumo
“Universidade e indústria têm colaborado desde à mais de um século, mas o crescimento de
uma economia global de conhecimento intensificou a necessidade de parceiros estratégicos
que vão para além dos nossos patrocínios tradicionais a projetos de investigação” [1].
Este trabalho decorre da investigação em andamento de um grupo de engenharia da Bosch
Termotecnologia sobre um novo design mais eficiente a nível energético. O trabalho centra-se
na melhoria da segurança destes dispositivos e na busca pela causa do comportamento de al-
guns espécimenes peculiares. Quase todas as casas no mundo desenvolvido têm um sistema
de aquecimento de água, na sua maioria alimentados a gás. Destes, os mais recentes são
automáticos, capazes de detetar o fluxo de água e ligar o queimador sozinhos. Para abrirem
o fluxo de gás dependem de uma electroválvula (EV). As soluções mais recentes no mercado
usam bobinas com enrolamento duplo (ativaçã o e manutenção que são ou caras ou tê a per-
formance limitada por forç as magnéticas remanescentes. Qualquer conceito inovador que não
seja afetado por forç as magnéticas remanescentes irá representar uma melhoria significativa
em relação aos atuais, desde que cumpra as restantes especificações para o atuador (força
de vedação, área de abertura, potência de actuação, consumo energético, percurso, tamanho,
custo,).
Entre as especificações requeridas, a força disponibilizada para fechar a EV tem de ser maior
ou igual que 5 vezes o valor requerido da força de restauro (FR). Dos protótipos existentes,
alguns espécimens peculiares obtinham um valor acima do aceitável para FR e alguns uma
magnetização de remanência mais alta do que esperado. Isto providenciou dois objetivos prin-
cipais para este trabalho: distinguir este tipo de espécimens dos normais e identificar e fornecer
uma solução para a origem deste comportamento estranho. Modelos das EVs mais recentes
foram fornecidos para teste. Foi feita uma análise estrutural e morfológica abrangente, que
permitiu a deteção de imperfeições em pontos críticas dos espécimens estranhos. As pro-
priedades magnéticas também foram estudadas, permitindo correlacionar a percentagem de
cementite ou ferrite distorcida com a magnetização de saturação. Em seguida, medidas da
FR vieram verificar a suspeita de que o material de que o material não estava nas condições
prometidas pelo fornecedor, seja por causa de mau fornecimento ou mau manuseamento du-
rante a maquinação e moldagem das peças . As medidas de FR confirmaram que o material
magnético usado tem um grande impacto na performance das EVs, e um dispositivo de testes
foi construído, capaz de identificar os espécimens estranhos e simultaneamente fornecer in-
formação magnética. Com este dispositivo de testes descobrimos que a mudança do sentido
da corrente ou a rotação do pistão em torno do seu eixo influenciam o valor de FR, mas mais
importante do que isso conseguimos mostrar que o uso de materiais recozidos ou uma liga
metálica diferente resultam numa FR bem mais baixa, e portanto um mais elevado parâmetro
de segurança (SP ). Apesar de as mudanças na forma das peças não foram reveladas pela
Bosch, diferenças nos resultados de auto-indução entre modelos revelam a importância deste
factor. Além disso, testámos o efeito da geometria da EV usando simulaçoes numéricas, re-
velando a importância da região de contacto entre as duas peças magnetizadas dentro da EV.
Variações na forma das bobinas també influenciam o campo sentido por estas peças, sendo
portanto importante assegurar que estas sã uniformes. Por último, o efeito de guia de campo
da moldura das EVs também foi verificada numericamente.
Abstract
“Universities and industry have been collaborating for over a century, but the rise of a global
knowledge economy has intensified the need for strategic partnerships that go beyond the tra-
ditional funding of discrete research projects’’ [1].
The present work stems from the ongoing research of an engineering group from Bosch Ter-
motecnologia where they are looking for an innovative development of their current range of
gas valves for water heating appliances. Almost every house in the developed world has a
water heater, and most of them are gas fuelled. Of these, the most recent are automatic ones,
detecting water flow and turning on the burner by themselves. To open the flow of gas they
rely on an electrovalve (EV). State of the art solutions on the market use double coil solenoids
(activation/holding) which are either expensive or have limited performance due to reminiscent
magnetic forces. Any innovative concept that is not affected by reminiscent magnetic forces will
represent a significant performance improvement, as long as it fulfils the remaining specifica-
tions of the actuator (sealing force, opening area, actuation power, energy consumption, travel,
size, cost).
Among the required specifications, the provided force to close the EV must be equal or greater
than 5 times the restoration force (FR). From the existing prototypes, some peculiar devices re-
ported a larger than acceptable value for FR and some higher than expected remanent magnet-
ization (MR). This provided two main goals to this work: distinguishing these kind of specimens
from the normal ones and identifying and providing a solution for the source of the odd beha-
viour. Models from the most recent EVs designs were provided for testing. A comprehensive
structural and morphological analysis was made, allowing the detection of material imperfec-
tions in critical points of the odd specimens. Interestingly we were able to correlate the amount
of distorted ferrite or martensite with the saturation magnetization of the studied samples. It was
shown that the supplied material was not in the conditions promised by the supplier, whether
because of simple bad supply or bad handling of its properties during pieces machining and
shaping. FR measurements confirmed that the used magnetic material has a great impact in
EV performance, and a dedicated test bed was built capable of identifying the odd specimens
and simultaneously provide magnetic information. With this test bed we discovered that chan-
ging the applied current direction or rotating the plunger along its axis influences FR, but most
importantly we were able to show that using annealed materials or a different alloy resulted in
much lower FR values and thus a higher safety parameter (SP ). Although changes in the pieces
shape were undisclosed by Bosch, differences in the self induction results between models re-
veals the importance of the shape. Furthermore, we tested the effect of the EV geometry using
numerical simulations, revealing the importance of the contact region between the two mag-
netized pieces inside the EV. Variations in the coils shape also influence the field felt by these
pieces, and thus it is important to ensure they are uniform. Lastly, the field guiding effect of the
EVs frame was also verified numerically.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Almost every household has at least one water heater, and many of them are old models. For
instance, in the United States of America (USA), about 23% of households have water heaters
that are more than 10 years old and are therefore nearing the end of their functional lives.
Nevertheless only about 8% of households do replace them – this corresponds to something
between 9 million and 10 million water heaters being replaced in the USA annually, with another
1.2 to 2 million units installed in new homes. Figure 1.1a shows the variation of the shipments
volume of water heaters between 2001 and 2010 [2].
According to the same study by Energy Star®, water heating is the second largest energy end
use in homes, only behind space heating, ventilation and air conditioning. It accounts for 17%
of residential energy consumption and can cost a household anywhere from 150 e to 450 e per
year.
Bosch Termotecnologia S.A. (Bosch TT), headquartered in Cacia, Portugal, is the Competence
Centre of the Robert Bosch GmbH group for domestic water heating equipment, responsible
for the design and development of new high efficient devices, their manufacturing, control tests,
marketing and after sales support [3]. It is the leader in both national and European markets,
with a sales volume of 865 million euros in 2012, over 90% in exports [4].
During their development and testing of a new electrovalve (EV) design for automatic water
heaters they have found some specimens with intriguing magnetic properties and overall sub
par behaviour. Based on the observations, they took this as a chance to improve the design
of the EV and its safety parameter (Sp), by studying these odd specimens and understanding
which factors lead to their differentiation.
IFIMUP-IN a university research unit devoted to the research of applied physics, with a long
history in magnetic material characterization. Because of this expertise a collaboration protocol
was established between Bosch and IFIMUP-IN, resulting in the present thesis.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Water heater shipments in the USA [2] and (b)1 schematics of a generic water
heater, with the studied electrovalve marked in red:
(1) Collar connection to exhaust gases duct
(2) Chimney
(3) Combustion chamber
(4) Ignition electrode
(5) Ionizing electrode
(6) Power selector
(7) Battery box
(8) Hot water pipe
(9) Combustion gases control device
(10) Temperature limiter
(11) Burner
(12) Burner pressure measurement screw
(13) Flow selector
(14) Purge screw
(15) Cold water pipe
(16) Gas input pipe
1.1 Electrovalve
An automatic water heater relies on an electrovalve (EV) to open and close the gas flow to the
main burner, as in the example of Fig. 1.1b, where the marked EV sits right on top of the gas
input pipe. At the same time, this EV acts as a safety valve, to ensure there are no gas leaks in
the event of a power outage. This means it must be what is called a normally closed EV [5], as
it requires energy to remain open but not to close itself.
Motivated by the development of innovative and highly efficient devices, the engineering group
TT-DW/ENG1.2 of Bosch TT leads a project aiming at the improvement of the EVs design,
which has an enhanced power-saving feature: it uses a primary coil to activate the valve and
a secondary one with a lower power consumption to keep it actuated. This design is meant
to fill the need of a low cost and low energy consumption EV for implementation on battery or
hidrogenerator powered devices, where there is low electric power available. Because of the
1Image Courtesy of Ricardo Carranca, TT-DW/ENG1.2, Bosch TT.
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compromise between capacity and current draw from batteries, the low holding current feature
increases the battery service life by almost a hundredfold, a major advantage over simpler one-
coil devices.
For some specimens there is a failure to comply with company’s safety requisites, mainly that
under no circumstance should the valve remain open when it is supposed to be closed - other-
wise a gas leak might occur and that is unacceptable by company standards. These specimens
require a larger amount of force to close themselves after being actuated (the so-called restor-
ation force, FR). The search of the origin of this phenomena might provide information useful
to the improvement of the EVs.
An additional hint was that some of these EVs presented problems only after around 1 105 or
2 105 operating cycles, while others failed to close right from the start of the testing. The most
deviant specimens were reported to be able to attract small clips and bits of metal even when
disconnected to any current source. This description suggests an issue related to the remanent
magnetization of the device. It is therefore necessary to study the corresponding magnetic
properties to identify both the differentiating factors and their cause, to be able to propose and
optimize any necessary changes to the design.
1.1.1 Electrovalves’ Design
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic view and a photograph of the EV. It consists of a simple rectan-
gular frame encasing both coils, which are wound in a plastic reel. Shown in Fig. 1.3 are the
orthographic projections of the EV with marked exact dimensions. The main parts of the device
are tagged in Fig. 1.3d. From here on, a capital letter inside parenthesis refers to the tags on
this picture as each component is mentioned.
As seen in the orthographic projection of Fig. 1.3d, in the axis of the reel lies the moving part of
the device, the plunger (H). To keep the plunger’s tip at the centre of the coils, where the field is
strongest, a small cylindrical piece, called anchor (B), is bolted to the bottom of the frame (A) in
the same axis as the plunger. The top of the plunger has a rubber cap (I) that holds the plunger
and presses the restoration spring against the lid (F,G) of the frame.
The plunger’s shape and dimensions can be seen in greater detail in Fig. 1.4a, while Figs. 1.4b
and 1.4c shows a photography of the full piece and the detail of its castle, respectively. The black
colour seen in Fig. 1.4b likely results from black oxide, a conversion coating to add corrosion
resistance, or from simple electrostatic paint. This type of coating also helps to reduce the
friction when the plunger moves. In turn, both the anchor and the entire frame use zinc chromate
conversion coating, which gives them a characteristic spotted yellow shade as visible in the
sideways anchor photography in Fig. 1.5b. The dimensions of the anchor are represented in
Fig. 1.5a, alongside the top view photography in Fig. 1.5c.
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a) b)
Figure 1.2: (a)1 Schematic of the electrovalve and (b) corresponding photograph of a prototype.
The plunger, anchor and frame were all originally made of a magnetically soft iron commercially
named DT4 family [6]. Other different alloys were also tested during the current work.
The basic work principle is when the coils are turned on, these pieces become magnetized,
and the plunger is attracted to the anchor, opening the valve and allowing the flow of gas. When
the coils are turned off, they should return to a non-magnetized state closing the valve and the
flow of gas. Because of the high magnetic susceptibility of these pieces, the magnetic flux lines
close mostly through them and around the device, decreasing the losses in external field. This
is crucial in allowing the secondary coil to hold the plunger after it has been actuated by the
primary coil.
A force of around 100 gF (0.98N) is provided by the spring responsible for keeping the valve
closed when not actuated. Although closing the valve constitutes not only the normal behaviour
of the device but also a safety issue, as it avoids gas leakage, the spring cannot be too strong
or the magnetic field produced by the coils would not be enough to open the valve. Thus, a
compromise must be achieved between the strength of the spring and the power drawn by the
coils, specially the secondary one. In the case of the primary coil, because it is only used for
a short period of time, some surplus can be allowed to ensure the opening. Nevertheless, the
magnetic field produced should be limited in order to not increase significantly the remanent
magnetization.
To help ensure the magnetic field is enough to actuate the device, the contact parts of the
plunger and anchor have complex profiles, called castles. These act as mortise and tenon and
are essential to the functioning of the device, as they allow a greater proximity between the
plunger and the anchor while not limiting the plunger’s course. This narrowing of the air gap
between the two parts greatly increases the attraction force between them and, because of
this, the required applied field can be weaker while keeping the magnetic force strong enough
to overcome the spring and open the valve.
1Image Courtesy of Ricardo Carranca, TT-DW/ENG1.2, Bosch TT.
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c)
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Figure 1.3: Electrovalve schematics1 (dimensions are in millimetres). The bottom pictures show
the electrovalve upside down from the reference used in the text.
A Frame
B Anchor
C Plastic Reel
D Primary Coil
E Secondary Coil
F Bottom lid
G Top lid
H Plunger
I Rubber seal
The frame consists of a metal sheet bent to a U-shape (A) and two flat lids (F, bottom, and
G, top) screwed together, encasing the whole device. It is responsible for limiting the course
of the plunger when the valve is not being actuated (closed) by holding it at its widest region
with a small flange. Although its metal is the same as the plunger’s and anchor’s, and shares
the rustproofing treatment with the last, it comes in a sheet instead of a rod and is pressed and
stamped into shape instead of machined in a lathe.
The plunger has a small flattened surface, visible in Fig. 1.4, along its widest region (running
from top to bottom), to create a small gap to allow the flow of gas from the space between
the plunger and the anchor to the outside. This avoids the creation of high pressure in the
decreasing volume between anchor and plunger when the EV is actuated and corresponding
low pressure when they are moved apart, avoiding the force contrary to the intended movement
of the plunger that would result from them. Because no gas can leak from the valve, airtightness
1Image Courtesy of Ricardo Carranca, TT-DW/ENG1.2, Bosch TT.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Plunger schematics of the ZD201 model, showing both side and cutaway views.
Left side is the castle, right side is the top. The A-A section shows the air channel cut alongside
the widest region of the plunger. (b) Plunger side photo and (c) detail of castle.
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Figure 1.5: (a) Anchor scheme of the ZD201 model, showing both side and cutaway views. Left
side is the bottom, where it fits into the U-shaped piece of the frame, and right side is the castle.
(b) Anchor side photo and (c) detail of castle.
is ensured by two rubber O-rings fitted against a brass sleeve encasing the plunger’s course.
The one on the inside of the sleeve sits in a small indentation on the anchor and the other
between the coils’ plastic reel (C) and a metal L-shaped washer pressed against the bottom
frame lid (F).
Both coils are wound around a plastic reel (C). The primary (D) is the innermost one and has
1035 turns of a 0.45mm wide copper wire. It is responsible for generating the strong magnetic
field, determined as having 20mT, required to open the EV, drawing 0.5A from its 3V source,
for a total power usage of 1.5W. The secondary coil (E) has 3460 turns of a thinner, 0.12mm
wide, copper wire. Its function is to hold the plunger in the open position after it has been pulled
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Table 1.1: Studied specimens of each model, with corresponding differences from the base
model.
Model Specimens Differences
ZD201
C9, 18, T19, 20, 27,
T30, 42, 50, 61, 67, 69,
70, 77, 90, DS
• Base model
• T indicates annealed metal pieces
• C indicates different metal used
ZD131
19n, 21n, 42n, 43n,
55n, 70n
• Different metal in plunger
• Spring fixed to top lid and rubber seal
to avoid rotation
ZD131EN 8, 9, 11, 25, 57, 70, UK
• Simplified castle profile without the
central pin of the plunger
• Castle profiles of plunger and anchor
switched
ZD252EN 21, 24
• Longer frame
• Spring fixed to top lid to avoid rotation
• Wider hollow plunger, with hole
replacing flat surface on the outside
there by the primary coil, requiring only 5mA from the same 3V source, for a total of 15mW
and generating an estimated field of 0.7mT.
From the initial information provided to us, the three coil wires (yellow, red and black) were
connected one to each of the two coils (red to primary and yellow to secondary) and the third
(black) to both, acting as common or ground of the circuit. However, visual inspection revealed
the red wire is actually the common and the black one is connected solely to the primary coil.
This disparity led us to use the term normal current direction (or a positive current value) when
applying current from the black/yellow wires to the red and opposite current direction (or a
negative current value) when current is applied from the red wire to any of the other two, whether
by using a negative voltage on the coloured ones or physically switching the wires between a
pair.
Due to industrial pressure during this work, several iterations were made on the design, result-
ing in different models being tested. The one described is the ZD201 model, the initial one, but
Table 1.1 contains a brief summary of all the studied models and their main differences. Also
listed are the respective specimens of each model. However, due to company’s secrecy not all
details were revealed.
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a) b) c) d) e)
Figure 1.6: Depiction of the several steps of the electrovalves’ actuation. A stronger colour is
used to indicate the coils used in each step, and the red arrows represent the attraction force
felt by the plunger, with length being proportional to its intensity.
1.1.2 Electrovalves’ Functioning
The functioning of the device is depicted more clearly in Fig. 1.6. Starting with the device at
rest (Fig. 1.6a), one uses the primary coil to create the necessary force to actuate the device
(Fig. 1.6b) and open the flow of gas (Fig. 1.6c). At this point, as the plunger is closer to the
anchor, the field created by the primary coil causes a force greatly in excess of the one required
to keep the plunger actuated. This means that a weaker field, such as the one provided by the
secondary coil, is now enough to keep the device open (Fig. 1.6d). After all currents are turned
off, the spring restores the plunger to its rest (closed) position (Fig. 1.6e).
1.1.3 Electrovalves’ Improvement
The existence of some peculiar specimens eases the improvement of the current design, as
through the understanding of the causes behind the different behaviours one can often de-
termine factors that can still be improved. We thus take advantage of the existence of these
specimens with substandard performance and try to determine the origin of their differences
and how one can ameliorate the issues they have.
It is also important to be able to differentiate these few specimens from the normal ones, not
only to use them for research but also to prevent them from being assembled in a final device
should the design be approved. The common characteristic in these EVs is a much lower safety
parameter (Sp). This value is defined as the ratio between the mean force provided by the return
spring and the required FR. With the reference value for the force provided by the spring settled
at 100 gF (0.98N), one should only have to measure FR in a reliable way to identify these
specimens.
The ability to test EVs under different conditions is also important in order to establish what
parameters influence the devices and then focus on how to soften their impact, creating a more
robust design.
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Sp should be larger than 5, meaning that the force provided by the spring is five times larger
than the required to close the EV. A device becomes stuck in the open position for a Sp smaller
than 1, which is an unacceptable situation. The requirements for a good design are, as stated
by the company:
1. The desired electromechanical linear actuator must be of the normally-closed two-position
type, and it should have its own means to guarantee a return to the closed position, e.g.
a mechanical spring;
2. When resting on the closed position, the actuator should provide a minimum closing force
of 0.5N;
3. When the signal to open is supplied, the actuator should open in less than 1 s;
4. The actuator should remain on the open position while being actuated;
5. Never, under any circumstances, can the actuator remain on the open position if the sup-
plied voltage is reduced to 20% of the activation voltage. This must take into account
eventual loss of performance of the actuator during its expected lifetime of 500 000 work-
ing cycles (e.g., material aging, mechanical wear, etc.);
6. While actuated, the maximum power that can be drawn by the actuator is 12mW;
7. The actuator should have a minimum stroke of 3mm between the open and closed posi-
tions;
8. The total volume of the actuator shall not be bigger than 125 cm3;
9. Solutions with cost above 2 e are considered expensive.
1.2 Main Objectives
The objectives of this work were then defined as:
1. Accurately and precisely measure Sp - preferably in a fast and repeatable but yet reliable
way.
2. Measure the magnetic characteristics of the EVs, as well as any other characteristics
of the constituent materials, and of the devices themselves, that prove relevant to their
functioning.
3. Correlate results from the performed measurements in order to determine which paramet-
ers to improve.
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4. Provide a way to distinguish between the odd specimens and the regular ones that is easy
to include as a control step at the end of the production line.
5. Find a solution to decrease or completely eliminate the differences of the peculiar samples.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Background of the
Electrovalve Working and Magnetism
The functioning of the electrovalves relies on some electromagnetic principles which despite
being common to any Physics course are worth mentioning here. During this description the
different factors that could influence the EVs performance will be correlated with the physical
principal behind them.
As it was observed in Section 1.1.3, the sub par specimens with higher restoration forces (FR)
often had the ability to attract small pieces of metal. For this reason it is also worth reviewing
the origin of the remanence in materials, as a way to justify the measurements made and the
reasoning that accompanied them.
Furthermore, the functioning of the EV itself relies on the magnetic attraction between two
metal pieces magnetized by the two coils inside the device. This prompts us to explain the
physics behind the workings of these devices, pointing out during this analysis the parameters
that could influence or upset the their normal functioning.
2.1 Coils and Magnetic Moments
The EVs actuation relies on the magnetic field generated by two coils, the primary and second-
ary. From electromagnetism. it is well known that a moving charge generates a magnetic field
around it [7] and a conductive wire coil is simply a way to make charges move in a path so that
their individual magnetic fields sum up and strengthen each other, as showed in Fig. 2.1.
This results in a field which is strongest at the centre of the coils and given by the expression:
B = 0eff
NI
l
; (2.1)
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B
I
a)
b)
Figure 2.1: Magnetic field generated by (a) a single and (b) a coiled wire, taken from [source].
where 0 is magnetic permeability of vacuum, eff is the effective permeability of the coils core
(in TmA 1), N the number of turns, I the current going through them and l the height of the
solenoid.
Using Eq. (2.1) one obtains 20mT for the primary coil (N=1035, I=0:5A, l=3:235 cm) and
0.67mT for the secondary one (N=3460, I=5mA, l=3:235 cm), considering a situation without
a core (eff = 0).
2.2 Magnetic Attraction
Maxwell’s tensor, , is the traditional way to couple electromagnetic fields and mechanical mo-
mentum. It can be obtained from Maxwell’s equations and is defined as [7]:
ij  0

EiEj   1
2
ijE
2

+
1
0

BiBj   1
2
ijB
2

; (2.2)
which results in a force per unit volume, f , of:
f = r     00@S
@t
; (2.3)
where S is the Poynting vector given by:
S =
1
0
E B : (2.4)
In the above equations 0 and 0 are the electrical and magnetic vacuum permittivity and per-
meability, respectively, E the electric and B the magnetic fields and ij the Kronecker’s delta.
Each element ij of Maxwell’s tensor has units of momentum per unit of area and time and gives
the i component of the flux of momentum, per unit of time, crossing a surface normal to axis j
in the negative direction.
Considering only a magnetic field contribution for an object surrounded by a material with a
linear magnetic response (for instance r = 1), the force F exerted by it can be expressed by
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Figure 2.2: Principles of force calculation using (a) Maxwell Stress Tensor and (b) Virtual Dis-
placement (adapted from [8]).
an integral along a closed surface area (or closed path if 2D) around the domain of interest [8]:
F =
1
0
I
A

B (B  n)  1
2
B2n

dA ; (2.5)
where n is the normal vector to the surface area A (perimeter) of such a domain, as depicted
in Fig. 2.2a.
This can be further simplified if one assumes the field to be perpendicular to the considered
area, be:
F =
B2A
20
n; (2.6)
although this simplification is more usefull if the field has a single direction and one can divide
the surface (perimeter) intoB n = 0 andB n = B components. Then one only has to consider
the surfaces (segments) perpendicular to the field and add the results.
If one simplifies the structure of the plunger to a plain circle, using the above formula one gets
a force of 0.8N for the primary coil and 0.1N for the secondary one, for a plunger held inside the
coils with nothing else but air around them. The fact these values are bellow the spring force
only shows that the EV’s body plays an important part in focusing and increasing the magnetic
field inside the coils.
Illustrated in Fig. 2.2b is another way to calculate the force generated by a magnetic field by
calculating the stored energy in two slightly displaced positions of the domains of interest. The
relationship between the difference in energy and the force can be derived from [8]:
Emag = Emech =  F   ; (2.7)
which results in:
F =  Emagjj2  ; (2.8)
where Emech and Emag are the mechanical and magnetic energies, respectively, and  is the
displacement.
To get a fully defined vectorial force one would have to make small displacements in as many
directions as the dimensions one is working on, and those could all be refined by averaging
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measures with displacements in opposite directions. However, to calculate the force in a par-
ticular direction one only has to use displacements in that direction.
The accuracy of this method is highly dependent on the displacement used and one has to
balance a measurable energy difference (which should be an order of magnitude higher than
the corresponding calculation error) and a small enough displacement to allow the linear inter-
polation. Higher order fits can be used if more displacements are used, and for a particular
direction the force is defined:
F =  dEmagd ; (2.9)
2.3 Ferromagnetic Hysteresis
There are two different kind of magnetic moment sources inside each atom: the spin of each
individual nucleon and electron, and the electron orbital moment. The contribution of each of
these to the total magnetic moment is weighted by the g-factor. Protons and neutrons tend to
pair in such a way as to cancel out their magnetic moment. Nucleus contribution is given by last
unpaired nucleon. The electrons also tend to pair their spins (according to the Pauli exclusion
principle) and so only the unpaired contributes to the total magnetic moment [9].
When a field is applied to the atom, all unpaired moments will tend to align with the field. This
gives rise to what is called paramagnetism, which is distinguishable by a linear response that
strengthens the applied field. At the same time, orbital moments act as small loop currents
and change in order to oppose the change of flux through them, giving rise to diamagnetism.
If no unpaired nucleons or electrons exist this is the only response and the material is named
diamagnetic, such as carbon.
If there are unpaired nucleons or electrons the individual atomic response is paramagnetic.
However, neighbouring atoms will act upon each other. This means the field external to the
material is not the only one to take into account. If there is a magnetic exchange energy
between neighbour atoms the material can present some ordering and presents bulk magnet-
ization without an applied external field. There are other possibilities according to the value of
that exchange energy [9], but for this work only ferromagnetism, when all moments are equal
and aligned with each other, is important.
On the other hand, this also means that if enough energy is given to a ferromagnetic material
it becomes paramagnetic. This is normally linked to thermal energy, with the concept of Curie
temperature as the point when this transition occurs due to its increase.
As will be discussed in Section 2.4, geometric factors make the response of a bulk sample of
material to a magnetic field even more complex, as it depends on the size and geometry of the
sample.
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Ferromagnetic materials in large bulk form, when cooled from the paramagnetic phase with no
external field, form closure domains and present no stray field. Although magnetized, there’s
no net field as domains balance and cancel each other out. With the application of an external
field the domain walls move in such a way that domains most closely aligned with the applied
field grow at the expense of the rest, until are all aligned. At the same time new domains may
form and old ones may be extinguished, as well as whole domains rotate.
If the mobility of the domain walls is uniform in all directions and in every place inside the
sample, when the magnetic field is removed, the sample should return to its minimum energy
state of closure domains, albeit with fewer and larger domains favouring the axis of the last
applied magnetic field.
Hysteresis in ferromagnetic materials is the result of non-uniform magnetic wall mobility within
a sample of material. The non-uniformity can arise from the boundaries between different grains
(crystals) of the material and from imperfections within the grains themselves, structures that
pin the magnetic walls and do not enable them to revert to a closure domain arrangement.
Because of those defects, common ferromagnetic samples present an external field even
without an applied one. Figure 2.3a shows an example of a hysteresis loop on an M (H) curve
and Fig. 2.3b the same curve but in for B(H) , the response of such a sample to an external
field, with examples of how the domains might look like at the specified points. To describe
the loop, terms such as coercivity (HR), remanence (MR) and saturation magnetization (MS)
are used. These correspond to the external field required to demagnetize the material after it
being saturated, the remaining magnetization of the material without external field after being
saturated and the maximum magnetization value it can achieve, respectively.
There are two kinds of materials presenting this magnetic hysteresys cycle, called soft and
hard magnets. Soft magnets have low coercivity (HC) values, being easy to magnetize as long
as the applied field is greater than its remanence. Hard magnets have a much higher HC . The
present work requires an extremely soft ferromagnet, capable of providing a large contribution
for the applied field but presenting as close to no magnetization once the external field is turned
off as possible.
Repeated impacts on the material can not only create new defects but also provide energy
to move the magnetic domain boundaries [10, 11]. Given the fact that the plunger receives a
much stronger impact against the anchor, when the field is applied, than against the lid, when
the field is removed, it is expected that its remanence can be increased over time due to this
asymmetry.
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Figure 2.3: Example of a magnetic hysteresis loop, both in terms of (a) a M (H) curve and (b)
a B(H) curve.
a)
b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Magnetic “charge” distribution on single domains and (b) multiple magnetic do-
mains.
2.4 Demagnetizing Field
The demagnetizing Field, also called stray field, it is the field resulting from the magnetization of
a material and owns its name ’demagnetizing’ to its tendency to oppose the samemagnetization
that is causing it and ’stray’ for the relationship between the strength of its effect and the amount
of field caused by the magnetization that is generated outside the material itself.
The effect can be described with an analogy to surface charges of an electrically polarized
material, and one can think of a surface density of ’magnetic poles’. If this distribution occurs on
a smaller surface, there is less total charge and the energy required to keep them there is lower.
This implies that, on a shape such as that showed in Fig. 2.4a, magnetization is preferential
along the long-axis. From the ’stray’ point of view, the amount of external field required to close
the magnetic field lines is smaller in the case of the long-axis magnetization, being the energy
stored in that external field caused by the magnetization of the material smaller. Therefore, that
is the preferred magnetization direction - the easy axis.
At an elemental level these single magnetic domains are constituted through the interaction of
individual atomic or molecular magnetic moments within the material lining up to reduce their
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magnetostatic energy. However, if the material’s sample is large enough, storing the energy
that would otherwise go to the external field in domain walls within the material becomes vi-
able. Domain walls are regions where the individual magnetic moments rotate with respect
to each other, acting as a buffer between two domains with different magnetization directions.
The cumulative exchange energy resulting from this misalignment is what compensates the en-
ergy that would otherwise be on the field generated by the magnetization on the outside of the
material sample.
If the magnetizations on each side of these walls meet at a close angle, so that n M on
each side is closely the same but opposite in sign, the two domains are nearly a continuous
one, cancelling each others surface ’magnetic poles’ at that boundary. If this is done for several
domains so that the end of the last one meets the start of the first one, as seen in Fig. 2.4b
they are called closure domains, as there is no external field and all energy is stored in the
domain walls. A perfect example of this is a toroid with a magnetization along the azimuthal
direction, as no surface ’magnetic poles’ arise and the domain wall is the continuously varying
magnetization. In this case there’s also no macroscopic demagnetizing field.
This is the cause of shape anisotropy for individual magnetic domains and the formation of
small individual domains in large ferromagnets. The calculations of the demagnetizing field are
not trivial [12–14], being heavily dependant on the geometry of the domain. Furthermore, since
the magnetization of a sample is a function of the total magnetic field, including the demagnetiz-
ing one, the response of a particular sample of material must take it into account to be accurate.
This can be achieved by simplifying the shape of the sample to one where the demagnetizing
field is easier to calculate, such as an ellipsoid [15, 16], or by measuring the sample in a closed
magnetic loop with a known material providing closure for the magnetization [17].
Chapter 3
Experimental and Numerical Details
3.1 Structural and Morphological Properties
3.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction
As the magnetic properties are dependent on material properties such as defects and grain
size, techniques that enable a measurement of those can also provide insight on the mag-
netic properties of the material. The information about the crystalline structure provided by a
X-ray diffractometer (XRD) can help explain differences in the magnetic response of chemic-
ally identical samples. Moreover, the information about internal stress and amount of different
crystalline structures can be linked to the number of defects present in a sample.
A XRD uses light with a wavelength similar to the size of the distance between atoms in bulk
material, and is cable of measuring these distances by detecting the angles at which light exits
the sample. As the wavelength is of the same order of size as the space between atoms dif-
fraction occurs and light only interferes constructively for some angles.
Results are shown in intensity of radiation as a function of angle between incident and diffrac-
ted beans. For the Bragg-Brentano (-2) geometry the sample is placed between the X-ray
source and the sensor, tangent to the focusing circle. While this increases intensity and angu-
lar resolution, it also leads to the angle used being 2, the angle between source and sensor,
which is twice the angle any of the beams (in or outgoing) makes with the sample itself. Both
the angle and relative intensity of these peaks are characteristics of the material, and through
a database it is possible to identify the materials in the sample.
Measurements weremade in a PANalytical MPD (omega/2teta) fromStructural Analysis Labor-
atory of Centro de Química Vila Real, with K1 = 1.540 598Å, K2 = 1.544 426Å and K =
1.392 250Å wavelengths. The beam had a 240mm radius and was generated using 40 kV and
30mA.
18
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3.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
A scanning electron microscope use a beam of electrons to scan an object, taking advant-
age of the much smaller wavelengths achievable in a controllable beam of electrons than with
photons. The interaction of these electrons with the sample is quite complex, but only two types
of products were used in this work: secondary electrons and emitted x-rays [18].
Secondary electrons have much less energy than the initial beam, in the range of 5 to 100 eV,
resulting from atoms excited by the primary beam. These are formed in depth inside the sample,
through inelastic collisions with the samples atoms. However, the maximum escape depth is
about 5 nm in metals and 50 nm in insulators.
Because of this escape depth, the amount of secondary electrons reaching the detector varies
with the topography of the sample, with a surface hit flat by the beam having a lesser shine than
one hit at an angle. This results in topographical images of the sample, with a large depth of
field characteristic of this measurement technique [18]. The emitted x-rays are characteristic of
the atoms, being released when an outer shell one takes the place of an inner shell electron
excited by the incident beam. This allows the mapping of different atomic species distribution
in the sample.
The used beam was accelerated with a 15 kV potential and the image had a lifetime of 50 s.
3.2 Magnetic Measurements
Measurement of the magnetic properties of materials can be made using established devices
like a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID).
Also known as Foner balance, the VSM uses a pair of pick-up coils to measure the change of
flux due to the vibration of the sample [9]. By using a lock-in in tune with the sample’s motion it
allows the measurement of a sample’s response to an external field, thus obtaining the B (H)
curve for it.
Measurements were taken in an Oxford’s Instruments VSM at room temperature using 40Hz
and 1mm to 1.5mm of vibration amplitude. The maximum applied field was of 1 T, and the
measurement cycle was a four part measurement starting in 1T and going all the way to −1T
and back again.
A SQUID uses a similar principle but measures the voltage drop across two parallel Josephson
junctions when used in the DC mode [9], as was the case, giving a higher senbility than VSM.
Both type of systems can also be prepared to study the B(H) as a function of temperature (low
and high).
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A maximum field of 1 T was used, at both 300 and 5K. Measurements ranges varied, but in
general at least a section from 1 to 0T was obtained with smaller steps while approaching 0T.
One can also use the the two coils present in the electrovalves (EV) to measure the induced
signal on one of them while the field generated by the other is swept over a range of values,
effectively obtaining a measured signal that should include any parameter influencing the mag-
netic response of the EVs in a measurement that does not imply destroying the device.
3.3 Numerical Models
Numerical simulations provided an ideal way to obtain the magnetic field distribution in the
complete EV, as well as its dependency on certain geometrical aspects of the device. With this
purpose we used the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics® [8, 19], more specifically its
AC/DC Magnetic Fields (mf) module [20].
3.3.1 Governing Equations
To calculate the magnetic field distribution the two equations used are [20]:
rH = Je (3.1)
B = rA; (3.2)
whereH is the magnetic field strength, Je the current density, B the magnetic field flux and A
the magnetic vector potential.
Ampère’s law is used to determine the magnetic field within the simulated domains with con-
stant permeability:
r

B
0r

  v B = Je; (3.3)
where 0 and r are the vacuum and relative magnetic permeabilities, respectively,  the ma-
terials electrical conductivity and v the velocity of the material. Notice that because there are
no moving parts (v = 0) this is just a reformulation of Eq. (3.1) assuming M = 0.
The domain boundary conditions are of magnetic insulation, given by:
nA = 0; (3.4)
where n is the unit vector normal to the domain boundary. The infinite elements method is used
to minimize the impact of these boundaries on the results [21]. These map coordinates from the
local, finite-sized domain to a stretched domain. The inner boundary of this stretched domain
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the materials used in simulations, as defined in COMSOL Material
Library. Iron’s r is defined through its B(H) curve in Fig. 3.1.
Material Relative Permeability Relative Permittivity Electrical Conductivity (Sm 1)
r r 
Air 1:0 1:0 0:0
Copper 1:0 1:0 5:998 107
Iron n.a. 1:0 1:12 107
coincides with the local domain, but at the exterior boundary the coordinates are scaled toward
infinity using:
x0 = x0
x
x0 + x  x ; (3.5)
where x0 is the inner coordinate and x the width of the infinite element area.
Both coils are modelled using Eq. (3.3) and defining:
Je =
NIcoil
A
ecoil; (3.6)
where N is the number of turns of the coil, Icoil the current passing through them, A the area
occupied and ecoil is the unit vector in the direction of the electric field.
3.3.2 Materials and Numerical Domains
The materials used in the simulations are resumed in Table 3.1. As the simulations do not in-
clude time dependent fields or movement of the pieces, there were no currents in the iron pieces
and thus its electrical conductivity could have been set to zero (no losses to Eddie currents).
The relative permeability of the iron was defined via its B (H) curve, shown in Fig. 3.1.
The numerical domains used were in 2D, with and without cylindrical symmetry. Both had their
limitations, with the 2D axisymmetric simulating the frame as a continuous cylinder and the plain
2D simulating the domain as simple 1 cm deep bars. A 3D domain to overcome these issues
was also built but remained unused due to computational limitations.
The designed 2D and 3D geometries are shown in Fig. 3.2, where the surrounding air circle
(sphere in 3D) and infinite element ring (shell) are hidden. The 3D model also has both coils
hidden to reveal the plunger and anchor structure.
Simulations in a simple 2D domain result in a field of 14.34mT for the primary and 0.5138mT
for the secondary coil, and in the 2D axisymmetric 17.94mT and 0.5937mT, both of which are
below the calculated values presented in Section 2.1 (20mT and 0.67mT).
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Figure 3.1: B (H) curve of soft iron as defined in the COMSOL Material Library.
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Figure 3.2: Domains for (a) 2D and (b) 3D numerical simulations.
Chapter 4
Automated Measurement Device
An important part of the developed work relied on acquiring reliable and repeatable data on the
electrovalves (EV’s), mainly their restoration force (FR) and magnetic properties. The solution
was to implement an automatic, computer controlled, test bed.
The device built uses a dynamometer [22], connected to a Data Acquisition (DAQ) module [23]
to acquire data directly to a personal computer (PC). A spring couples the piston to the sensor as
they are pulled apart through a crank-rod system powered by a continuous rotation servo [24].
The servo is controlled by an integrated board [25] which, besides the microcontroller, houses a
serial communication (SC) to USB chip to allow an easy connection with a PC. Finally, a signal
source [26] and an oscilloscope [27] were used to generate the signal applied to the primary
coil and to acquire both that signal and the one induced on the secondary coil, respectively.
These were connected to the computer using a GPIB-USB converter [28]. Finally an amplifier
was built to provide sufficient power to actuate the EV.
All these devices are shown in Fig. 4.1 and were controlled by a LabVIEW program developed
during this work. Due to noise issues in the room’s grid, a decoupler transformer was used,
resulting in a floating ground, shared between all circuits.
Figure 4.1: All the elements of the automatic measurng device.
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dynamometer
servo
electrovalve
Figure 4.2: Photograph of the automated test bed used to measure FR and acquiring the in-
duction measurements.
4.1 Schematics and Assembly
The mechanical part of the measuring system, shown in Fig. 4.2, consists of a purposefully
built aluminium frame where both the EV and the servo are anchored. The dynamometer sits
between the two, attached to the servo through a crank rod system and to the EV through a
spring and sitting on a horizontal guide anchored to the aluminium frame. This setup converts
the rotation of the servo to displacement of the dynamometer through the crank-rod and this
displacement to force through the spring, allowing the measurement of FR.
The electric part of the system, which must feed and control all devices, can be separated in
four parts, one for each of the main devices used.
4.1.1 Servo Control
The first part of the device is the smallest and consists on the continuous rotation servo, its
controlling HomeWork Board (HWB) and a regulated power source (6V, Imax =0.5A) that feeds
both devices through the breadboard included on the HWB.
A FTDI FT232R [29] UART-USB interface chip is included in the HWB, easing the communic-
ation between the Parallax processor and the computer by serving both as a buffer and a cable
adapter, trading the requirement of a dedicated serial port on the computer and corresponding
serial cable to a more generic USB port and USB to mini-USB cable.
PBASIC, a custom version of BASIC made by Parallax, is the language used to program the
microprocessor. The code required for this work was also developed in this work and can be
found on appendix A. After defining communications and servo constants, it makes a pause
to disregard the computer query when a new USB device is connected. This avoids it being
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confused with a generic peripheral such as a mouse, a documented common issue in the help
files of the language. After that, it relays its name and version to the computer using the DEBUG
command. This ensures that even if the communication constants are ill-defined this message
will go through, unless there’s a physical connection problem.
The main loop of the program consists on sending a pulse (PULSOUT command) with a certain
width and then waiting for 20ms for a computer message (SERIN). If a message arrives, correctly
formatted, its content is passed to the memory register of the pulse’s width, and the obtained
value is sent back for verification on the computer (SEROUT). This communications part includes
breaks to ensure there is enough time to read the buffer and to send the message. After this
messaging, or if no message arrives, it simply goes back to the start of the loop and sends
another pulse.
These pulses are what determines the servo’s rotation speed, and so the control (white) wire
of the servo is connected to the number 10 pin of the HWB through the already mentioned HWB
breadboard. The servo expects pulses 1.3ms to 1.7ms wide and 20ms apart. Rotation speed
and direction are controlled by the difference to a pulse width of 1.5ms: when the pulse is wider
the servo spins counter-clockwise and clockwise when it is smaller, speed being determined by
how far it is from the 1.5ms mark.
If no pulse arrives within roughly 20ms of the previous, the servo stops. Because the commu-
nication protocol normally interrupts the program for longer than that, while receiving instructions
the servo will not run smoothly. On top of that, several messages arriving consecutively cause
the servo to make small jolts as single pulses are sent between the messages. Notice that the
initial pulse width in the code is 750, corresponding to 1.5ms, as it is written in terms of the
processor’s clock ticks. As the processor works at 0.5MHz, each tick corresponds to 2 μs.
On the computer side an important change has to be made to the latency time of the COM
port used for the servo, as the default value is too large for a correct operation and results in
several attempts by the computer to send the same message after it has long been accepted
due to misreading of the response. Setting to the minimum value (1ms) alleviates this issue.
4.1.2 Electrovalve Control
An Agilent 3320A signal source [26] is used to control the EV operation by generating the DC
signal which is applied to the primary coil and is, in turn, controlled by the computer through a
GPIB connection. This same source is responsible for generating the AC signal for the meas-
urement of the magnetic response of the plunger.
A 3V signal with 0.5A is the normal actuation signal for the EVs primary coil. As the signal
source does not have the required power, it was connected to an operational amplifier (OPAMP)
[30]. This was mounted on a printed circuit board, whose scheme is shown in Fig. 4.3, with a
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Figure 4.3: Amplifier circuit used to provide 1.5W to activate the primary coil of the electrovalves
in both (a) schematics and (b) printed circuit form.
880Ω resistor and an up to 100 kΩ potentiometer to regulate the amplification factor and two
100nF capacitors to smooth the power feed to the OPAMP. The output resistor is a 0.050Ω
film resistor [31], to be able to dissipate the excess heat of higher currents. Both this resistor
and the OPAMP are thermally connected to a large 20 cm 8 cm 4 cm aluminium finned heat
sink.
This amplifier circuit requires two 20V feed lines with opposite polarization. For this we used
two power sources connected in series to provide ±20V up to 1A. These are home-made
power sources with three outputs: positive, negative and ground. They allow the ground to be
connected to either (or none) of the two differential output connectors (positive and negative).
Using this capability one source had its negative output connected to the negative feed line of
the amplifier and the other its positive output the respective feed line. All the remaining outputs,
one positive, the other negative and both grounds, were connected, meaning a total of 40V
were established between the feed terminals of the amplifier with the reference ground at the
middle.
As only one signal source is used, with no other electronics to support it, the operation cycle of
the EVs is simplified in the testing procedure, not making use of the secondary coil for holding
purposes. The decision to proceed with these tests was supported with the reasoning that we
were looking for magnetic misbehaviours of the device and the strongest magnetic field it was
subjected was from the primary actuation coil.
These tests used 0.5 s of field application for all the runs. The field strength was also always the
same, unless specified so in each particular test, and corresponds to roughly 20mT or 200 Oe.
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4.1.3 Dynamometer Acquisition
The dual-range force sensor [22] used is connected to the computer through a DAQ [23], which
accepts its right handed British Telecom Analog (BTA-RH) connector. The DAQ uses a USB-B
connector to communicate with the computer, from which it draws power both to itself and the
sensor. As the two Vernier components were already calibrated for each other no further work
than connecting the cables was required on this circuit.
4.1.4 Oscilloscope Acquisition
A Tektronix TDS 2024 [27] was used to aquire the signal from both coils and as a reference
and trigger the signal from the signal source. For this purposes all 4 available channels were
used, with channel 1 acquiring the direct output of the signal source and providing the trigger
events, channel 2 acquiring the induced electromotive force (emf or E ) on the secondary coil
and channels 3 and 4 being used differentially to measure the applied current on the primary coil
through the voltage drop on a resistor and the simple relation V = RI, where V is the tension
drop, R the resistor value and I the current flowing through it.
Measurements on the primary coil were performed through a 10Ω WH50 aluminium housed
wire wound resistor [32], a heat dissipation resistor to ensure there was no change in R from
component heating. This was further helped by attaching the resistor to a grounded aluminium
plate. All this thermal stability ensured the relation U = RI could be used without taking into
account temperature dependency.
4.2 LabVIEW Interface
The LabVIEW language was chosen to control the entire experiment due to several factors. The
first was its great integration with peripherals via the VISA module, which integrates GPIB and
SC, easing the interface with all the devices. Secondly, because it is a programming language,
it allows real time data treatment and storage in any customized way. And finally, it provides a
unique and easy way to create a user interface, that further eases the experiment.
The program was made using both a case structure and an event structure, allowing the use
of any individual features by interacting with the interface: any button pressed creates an event
and that is dealt with through the event structure. In the case of a timeout while waiting for
events, control is be switched to the case structure. This case structure uses a queue feed,
which allowes the scripting of actions to be performed. So in practice there are two queues:
the event queue, which handles user events on the interface, and the case queue, which keeps
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track of the automatic measurement steps and to which is added the respective case via the
event handler when required.
Using this structure one benefits from the case structure to handle consecutive steps of the
measurement, as well as avoiding code repetition throughout the program. If, for instance, one
wants to configure one of the devices at any time, the user event is queued to the event queue
and handled ’in-between’ whatever cases are queued. If the action requires using a particular
case, that one is brought up to the top of the case queue.
Because the events consist mostly on queueing of the respective cases, one can queue several
operations using the interface, event queue, and then see them resolve from the case queue.
The use of a queue to control the state machine also allows a customization of the measurement
routine, as well as small shortcuts to the programmer. For instance, if one wants the device to
return to zero, one queues the ’Return to Zero’ case. This in turn requires the servo to be running
and the dynamometer to be acquiring data, so the program by itself tests if these are on and if
not queues their respective activation cases and keeps itself on the queue. After activating the
devices, when returning to the case structure, it then acquires the dynamometer readings and
analyses them to determine when the zero position is reached. Although it does not limit the
way one calls the method (one can still turn the servo at different speeds or the dynamometer at
a different acquisition rate beforehand), it allows the user to simply call one case and it handles
the required previous events.
4.2.1 Data Handling - Force Measurements
Measurements of FR consist on pulling the piston with the servo until it is released, after actuat-
ing it with a set current. This release corresponds to a sharp drop on the measured force as the
spring recoils and pulls the piston with it. One expects a variation of measured force with time
(at a constant rate of motion of the dynamometer) similar to the ones represented in Fig. 4.4.
The algorithm used to register the value for each run is showed in Fig. 4.5. From the acquired
values, entered through the Array control, a small subset is selected, the size of which depends
on the acquisition rate, to simplify and speed further treatment. From this subset the maximum
is obtained, along with its position, as the candidate to FR. This part of the program can be
seen in Fig. 4.5 as the section up to the rightmost vertical blue line, or up to the subarray value
assignment.
To test if the candidate is valid, a minimum threshold and fractional change are imposed. The
default values are 0.2N for the threshold and 80% for the fractional change. This means a valid
peak has at least 0.2N and the sharp drop when the spring shrinks corresponds to a variation
to a value of, at the most, 20% of the registered candidate. The threshold was imposed due to
the relative nature of the variation that is sought. Without it noise could create a variation large
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Figure 4.4: Example of force as a function of time, obtained for specimen 60 of model ZD201
for several steps of an automatic run.
Figure 4.5: Algorithm used to detect the release of the piston and register the force applied at
that instant.
enough to register a false candidate at small force values. This wasmostly required due to some
rare occasions when communications with the servo failed at the start of the measurement and
small force variations occured due to the servo stuttering.
The considered measurement error is simply the difference between the maximum and the
immediately leading value, as this corresponds roughly to the maximum variation that could
have occurred between the maximum and its following value. The result is sent to the error
indicator.
Return to the initial position is also handled automatically by the software, by reverting the
servo motion and measuring the force as a function of time. It is assumed that the piston is
back where it started when a set number of measurements, 75 by default, has an average
value bellow a given threshold, by default 0.05N.
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4.2.2 Data Handling - Magnetic Measurements
The handling of the values obtained through the oscilloscope to rate the magnetic response of
the devices requires a more elaborate treatment. The corresponding VI is shown in Fig. 4.6,
and includes many tailored sub-VIs. The main ideas of the algorithm are:
• Select a clean portion of the signal, as many acquisitions included the transitory response
of turning on the signal source;
• Allow the use of a reference signal to convert measured magnetic flux density (B) to
magnetization (M );
• Remove the DC component of the signal, that would distort the integration;
• Convert each acquired tension signal to the corresponding field;
• Calculate relevant values like coercivity and remanence.
The top half of the program (left side of the rotated figure) is dedicated to selecting a clean part
of the signal. To do this it uses the acquired applied signal as this was observed to be cleaner
than the induced. It first smooths the signal and calculates its derivative. Then it gets the signal
zeros position and lists the sign of the signal derivative at each one. This enables it to select a
section of the array between two zeros where the derivative has the same value, ensuring an
integer number of periods is used for further analysis. The number of waves can be specified
but was normally limited to at the most two, to ensure good temporal resolution of the acquired
data. The indexes thus obtained are used to limit both applied and induced signals.
If specified, a reference signal is aligned with the induced one and subtracted to it. The align-
ment process uses a method similar to the described above, using the difference between the
obtained indexes of two zeros with the same derivative value (one of each signal) to make sure
the subtraction is made with the signals in phase. To the resulting signal is then subtracted its
average value, to ensure no DC component distorts the integral that follows. This step and the
similar one that centres the resulting hysteresis loop are optional. A derelict of tests is the option
to include the transient in the treatment, which re-uses the whole acquired signal but reverses
the signal in time and also removes the DC component calculated for the clean portion. The
time reversal ensures the integral starts with the stable clean part of the signal. This was an
attempt to acquire results able to differentiate EVs and was kept as optional.
The applied signal V is converted to magnetic field (H) using [7]:
H =
V N  0
R  L ; (4.1)
in which N is the number of turns of the primary solenoid, R the probing resistor (discussed in
Section 4.1.4) and L the length of the solenoid.
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Figure 4.6: Algorithm used to convert the acquired tension signals to B and H fields.
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For the induced signal, the measured electromotive force (emf or E ) is converted to magnetic
flux (B) or magnetization (M ) using the relations [7]:
E = N  dBdt (4.2)
and
B =
ZZ
S
BdS ; (4.3)
resulting in
B =
1
N  S
Z
E dt (4.4)
and finally
B = 0 (H +M) ; (4.5)
where B is the magnetic flux and S the area we are considering - in this case, the internal area
of the secondary coil, with a radius of 1.14 cm. Because we consider only a flat surface we drop
the vectorial notation.
The next step is to use the positions of the zeros calculated earlier, along with the ones for
the newly obtained B, to calculate the values of the coercivity and the remanence. Note that
when the applied signal, now converted to H, is zero, the B value corresponds to the remanent
magnetization (MR) and when B is zero, H corresponds to the coercive field (HC .
To calculate the saturation field one should use a linear fit in the vicinity of the maximum applied
field (notice that we can use the zeros of the derivative of the applied signal to know where these
are), confirm the adjustment is good enough to consider the region as being saturated (limit the
study region to include a symmetric region around the maximum/minimum values of applied
field where the values vary no more than a given threshold), and then extent that linear fit to the
vertical axis, obtaining the saturation field. However, for simplicity of treatment, the algorithm
only uses the maximum of the applied field to obtain the saturation magnetization (MSwhen
given a reference signal.
Notice that for ease of communication we opted to use just H for 0  H and M for 0 M ,
so that all values will be presented in tesla. By reference signal one means the signal induced
under the same conditions except with the plunger as far as possible from the anchor. This
corresponds roughly to the field due to the rest of the specimen and the plunger in its closed
position, so that after referencing the measurement contains only the signal from the inserted
portion of the plunger.
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5.1 Structural and Morphological Properties
5.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction
Pure iron, as the one used in the fabrication of the EVs, presents a face-centred cubic structure
above 912 °C (1185K), called austenite or -iron. When cooled below that point it should form
ferrite, or -ferrite, a body-centred cubic structure which is ferromagnetic below 771 °C (1044K)
[33]. Both structures are displayed in Figs. 5.1a and 5.1b.
However, if the cooling rate is too steep, austenite can undergo a martensitic transformation
where the final structure presents a body-centred tetragonal (BCT) structure, which is shown
in Fig. 5.1c, and can be seen as a stretching in one direction of the ferrite BCC structure. The
name martensite is used both for the BCT phase of the iron and for the bulk material with len-
ticular shaped small crystals normally formed by it. The shear deformations that result from the
transformation also produce a large number of dislocations within the crystals. Both these things
are extremely important as, not only the individual crystal defects, but also the grain boundaries
can pin the magnetic domain boundaries and increase both remanence and coercivity of the
end material.
To assess the quality of the samples, we turned to X-ray Diffraction (XRD), a technique com-
monly used to identify the crystalline structure of materials. It can also provide information about
the constituents themselves, if comparison with known samples is available.
The obtained spectra for the four ZD201 specimens’ pieces are shown in Fig. 5.2a. Samples
DS and 70 were two ZD201 original models, DS marked as one of the most deviant in terms of
behaviour and 70 as one of the normal ones. T30 was one of the peculiar ZD201 that undertook
33
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Figure 5.1: Crystal structures of iron allotropes: (a) FCC for austenite, (b) BCC for ferrite and
(c) BCT for martensite.
an annealing treatment1, and FT_C4 was a sample of an alternative iron alloy provided by a
new supplier1.
As the spectra were of low quality, due to the round shape of the samples and their small size,
we were unable to perform a quantitative fit to characterize the samples crystalline structure.
We therefore performed a qualitative analysis by comparing two of the most prominent peaks,
the first at 2 = 44.64° corresponding to ferrite and the second at 2 = 43.679° corresponding to
martensite. These are the two leftmost peaks in Fig. 5.2a. This gave us their relative amounts in
the samples, which we then compared with the saturation magnetisation values obtained before
by VSM.
Figure 5.2b shows a clear relation between a higher percentage of ferrite and a higher satur-
ation magnetisation. This points to a bad handling of the material properties after machining of
the pieces from the bulk material provided by the DT4C supplier in the most deviant EVs. If one
assumes T30 had results similar to DS before its anneal [34] it also appears that annealing the
material after machining, as recommended by suppliers [6], increases the percentage of ferrite,
increases MS and improves the behaviour of the EVs.
5.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy - Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) allows the imaging of a samples’ topography at the micro-
metric scale, enabling the identification of material grain size and, through Energy Dispersive
x-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), the relative percentage of its constituents. These techniques were
used with samples of the plunger, the anchor and the frame of three ZD201 specimens named
70, 77 and DS. Figures 5.3 to 5.6 show the most relevant images obtained through SEM, all
from the DS specimen.
1Undisclosed annealing conditions and new alloy heat treatment.
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Figure 5.2: XRD results with (a) the spectra of the samples and (b) its relation with saturation
magnetization (filling colours are used to relate results for the same specimen).
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Figure 5.3: Plunger (a) SEM picture and (b) EDS results from the DS specimen of ZD201model.
Figure 5.3a shows the general aspect of the samples analysed, small cylinders 1mm in dia-
meter and up to 5mm in length, the same used in VSM. Small darker bits of the carbon tape
used to fixate the samples are visible on the surface, as well as some machining marks left from
the lathe. The EDS results are shown in Fig. 5.3b, revealing only trace amounts of aluminium
and carbon. Aluminium was pointed as a common dopant of the DT4 irons, and despite being
present in all samples the amount was too small for a comparison. Carbon is most probably
from the mentioned carbon tape and any biological contaminants.
One of the random inclusions analysed was identified as SmCo5, a hard ferromagnetic com-
pound. Its SEM image is shown in Fig. 5.4a alongside with the EDS results in Fig. 5.4b. The
fact that this alloy has a slightly lower melting point than iron could explain the amount of mixed
iron if the impurity was planted at a late stage of the fabrication process, during one of the last
heat treatments. It could trace its origin to contaminations from handling tools during both man-
ufacture or machining, where magnets are sometimes used to help grip metal pieces, as it is
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Figure 5.4: (a) SmCo5 inclusion on the frame sample and (b) respective EDS of the Z1 region.
known to be brittle.
Of special note is Fig. 5.5a, which shows the surface of an air pocket located approximately
2mm inside from the plungers’ castle tip of the DS specimen. In its rim it is visible the place
where the material bent inwards instead of being removed by the lathe. Specimen 77 of the
same model displayed a similar structure, discovered when the plungers samples from both
specimens split at their respective air pockets during machining of the samples for VSM, as
mentioned in Section 5.2.2.
This air pocket not only points to a bad quality or handling of the supplied material, which in
themselves impact the devices’ magnetic performance, but also concentrates the magnetic flux
through the remaining metal ring. This smaller area of metal results in a higher flux for the
same applied field and thus facilitates saturation of the material itself. This discontinuity in the
material, along with the smaller bubbles around its edge, also should act as pinning defect for
magnetic domain walls.
A zoom in of the air pockets surface can be seen in Fig. 5.5b,with grain boundaries visible. This
indicates this surface was exposed to air during cooling and was not formed during the machin-
ing of the piece. Furthermore, the fact that debris are found in the middle of the grains points to
a fast cooling process, with the debris having no time to be pushed to the grain boundaries.
Figures 5.5c and 5.5d show the details of the spongy structure at the lower right corner of
the border of the air pocket shown in Fig. 5.5a. These thin metal structure reduce domain wall
mobility and provide pinning defects, increasing the material’s remanence.
In Fig. 5.6a the arrow points to a small agglomerate of calcium, titanium, iron, nickel and oxygen,
as show by the EDS in Fig. 5.6b. This mixture is a concentration of common iron alloys dopants.
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Figure 5.5: Details of the air pocket: (a) complete surface, (b) domains boundaries, (c) spongy
interface at a border bent by lathe tool and (d) detail of the spongy surface.
Calcium and titanium could also be from the electrodes used in arc-melting, if the material was
subjected to such treatment.
5.2 Magnetic Properties
5.2.1 Coils Magnetic Field
Direct measurements of the magnetic field created by the coils were performed using a Hall
probe. As the probe did not fit inside the coils, external measurements were used to estimate
the field. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7a for the secondary coil.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Detail of Fig. 5.5b and (b) EDS of the marked region.
Using the code in appendix B (which provided Fig. 5.7b) the estimated field inside the coil is of
0.50mT  0.05mT, which is in good agreement to the previously calculated theoretical values
of 0.67mT (Section 2.1).
5.2.2 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
Magnetisation measurements using an Oxford Instruments Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) were made for samples from three different pieces (plunger, anchor and frame) of se-
lected ZD201 EVs (42, 70, 77 and DS).
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Figure 5.7: (a) Coil field measured with a Hall probe at approximately 1mm from the top of the
coil from the DS specimen and (b) coil axial field normalized to the maximum value.
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Figure 5.8: Results from VSM analysis of the four ZD201 specimens studied: (a) 42, (b) 70, (c)
77 and (d) DS.
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Figure 5.9: Results from VSM analysis of the three annealed DT4C samples.
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Table 5.1: Details of the samples measured in VSM.
Mass Length Diameter Volume Density
(mg) (mm) (mm) (mm3) (mgmm 3)
Specimen Sample  0.01  0.01  0.01  0.2  0.3
42
Anchor 39:59 4:39 1:21 5:0 7:8
Frame 35:94 4:66 1:17 5:0 7:2
Plunger 30:78 4:18 1:14 4:3 7:2
70
Anchor 28:47 4:93 1:00 3:9 7:4
Frame 51:38 4:55 1:36 6:6 7:8
Plunger 37:29 4:82 1:15 5:0 7:4
77
Anchor 43:84 4:81 1:23 5:7 7:7
Frame 26:15 4:59 0:98 3:5 7:6
Plunger 20:43 2:54 1:16 2:7 7:6
Plunger Tip 18:05 2:53 1:14 2:6 7:0
DS
Anchor 31:44 4:57 1:06 4:0 7:8
Frame 33:60 4:71 1:10 4:5 7:5
Plunger 43:47 3:24 1:48 5:6 7:8
Plunger Tip 26:55 2:08 1:49 3:6 7:3
To fit inside the machine the pieces had to be machined in a lathe to a cylinder shape of around
4mm in length and approximately 1mm of diameter. During this process the plungers’ samples
of specimens 77 and DS split at around 2mm from the tip of the castle. At this location both
specimens presented air pockets, which were indicated as the cause for the separation of the
tips. During the machining process, right from the start with the plunger still at full width, it was
visible that both these plungers displayed a greater shine and were mechanically harder at their
castle tips than on the rest of the material, in a region up to 2mm from its tip corresponding to
the part which separated itself from the rest.
Results are shown in Fig. 5.8 and significant variations occur only for the samples that broke
and thus had a different shape from the rest. The only value whose change cannot be attributed
to the shape factor of the sample is that of the saturation magnetisation, which is quite different
for the broken tips, indicating that a different material composition or crystalline structure should
be present in this region.
Despite correcting for the shape factor, using the method described in Ref. [35] and the values
from Ref. [36], we were unable to provide comparable results between samples or specimens.
This is attributed to the irregular shape of the samples, specially the ones that broke and were
thus in greater need of correction, and to poor shapemeasurement techniques (vernier calliper).
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Still the code is available in appendix C, and also includes the fitting of  to a curve given by:
 = A+B

1  tanh (C H)4

; (5.1)
where A, B and C are fitting parameters. Results of the shape factor correction and obtained
parameters are shown in Table 5.2. Here you can also notice the relationship between the
parameter B of the fitting and the  measured from the slope of a chosen region - these are
just two ways to obtain the same value. A is the permeability in the saturation region, and so it
should be as close to 1 as possible, and C is related to how fast is the transition between the
two and hence how wide the linear response region is.
VSM measurements were also performed on annealed samples at 400 °C, 600 °C and 800 °C
for 6 h in air, although only mass measurements were available for these. This was due to
oxidation during annealing and subsequent scaling of material, making the shape too irregular
to be considered cylinders. Results are shown in Fig. 5.9, with no observable change between
before and after annealing.
It must be noticed that the cooling rate was not controlled for any sample, so the fact that the
results were not different can be attributed to all the samples sharing the same cooling rate. This
rate, more than the total time at maximum temperature, determines grain size and the number
of defects in the material, which can be directly connected to magnetic domain walls mobility
and therefore magnetic properties, as mentioned in Section 2.3.
5.2.3 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
A superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) was also used to measure the mag-
netisation of several samples. This allowed the study of the material’s properties down to cryo-
genic temperatures. All the samples were machined to a cylinder 8mm high and 2mm wide.
Results for the studied ZD201 specimens are shown in Fig. 5.10. One observes that there are
no significant differences in the values for the different metal used in C9 but a lower maximum
magnetisation for the tempered DT4C in T30.
5.2.4 Electrovalve Self Induction
Using the technique described in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.2, measurements of the magnetic re-
sponse of the EV’s were obtained. These measurements took into account the entire device,
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Table 5.2: Permeability fitting and shape factor correction.
Fitting Parameters Shape factor
Specimen Sample A B C  corr
42
Anchor 1:080 10:777 9:388 10:5 25:2
Frame 1:090 11:065 10:233 10:9 23:6
Plunger 1:072 10:017 9:365 9:7 20:7
70
Anchor 1:151 14:866 14:090 14:4 31:0
Frame 1:076 9:787 8:617 9:5 23:5
Plunger 1:099 12:203 11:288 11:8 26:0
77
Anchor 1:103 12:637 10:638 11:7 28:8
Frame 1:132 14:325 13:390 14:0 31:6
Plunger 0:982 5:383 5:036 5:1 10:9
Plunger Tip 0:977 6:400 7:978 5:9 14:8
DS
Anchor 1:114 13:076 11:620 12:7 29:2
Frame 1:109 12:786 11:917 12:4 27:8
Plunger 0:974 6:530 5:327 6:1 16:9
Plunger Tip 0:939 3:648 4:963 3:3 7:5
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Figure 5.10: SQUID results for selected samples from ZD201 specimens (a) DS and (b) 70,
T30 and C9.
which resulted in amuch lower demagnetizing field than the one of the cylindrical samplesmeas-
ured in VSM and SQUID. Given the fact that this technique was not calibrated, the registered
values are only valid as a mean to compare EV’s.
Figure 5.11 shows the results obtained from the automaticFRmeasurements previously presen-
ted. Induction measurements from the series presented in Section 5.3.2 show no detectable
difference neither between specimens nor between the start and end of the runs. Strikingly,
one observes 19 superimposed traces in Fig. 5.11a, four traces for each of the five specimens
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Figure 5.11: (a) Self induction results for selected ZD201 specimens (same as in Fig. 5.17) and
(b) variations of the measured parameters during the long run shown in Fig. 5.24b.
measured in Fig. 5.17 (18, 27, 50, 61 and 90). Each trace correspondes to the first and last
measurements of the sequences for both current directions, except for specimen 61 in the nor-
mal current direction which has no last measurement, hence 19 and not 20 traces.
The existence of no differences puts into question the parameters used to acquire the signals.
Using a field too strong can disturb the values we want to measure, and it is shown in Sec-
tion 5.3.4 that the application of the AC field tends to lower FR for the immediately following
cycles.
A study was made sweeping several frequencies to determine the validity of the measure-
ments. As seen in Fig. 5.12 the chosen frequency of 10Hz, although giving the greatest signal
magnitude, still provides a result dependent on the frequency itself.
Measurements at or bellow 5Hz are hampered by the triggering mechanism of the oscillo-
scope, requiring heavier post-processing to align the acquired signals and a proper acquisition
of those signals would most probably require switching the oscilloscope for a slower device and
thus require even more programming time. As a compromise, and because no difference was
noticed between specimens even at lower frequencies, all the studies were performed at 10Hz
and 0.5A.
With both the ZD131 and ZD131EN model, the first using a different metal and the second
a simplified castle profile, the results were different from those of the ZD201 but similar not
only between specimens of the same model but also between the two models, as shown in
Fig. 5.13a.
Figure 5.13b shows a sweep with different amplitudes used after applying a closing current in
both directions, referenced to results from ZD201, made with a specimen from ZD131EN. As
expected, the signal pick up is dependent on the applied amplitude, as it changes the derivative
of the applied signal to which the induced one is proportional.
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Figure 5.12: Induction results as a function of probing frequency, (c and d) with and (a and b)
without subtracting the reference signals and (a and c) in linear and (b and d) logartithm scales.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Induction results for the different models and (b) applied amplitude sweep for
the ZD131EN model, compared with ZD201.
It should be noticed that in the results for the highest current (±0.75A) the induced emf was
beyond the detection range of the oscilloscope, and thus small loops appear where the sinus-
oidal signal was cut due to the measurement threshold.
Model ZD252EN, using completely different coils from the previous ones, was again given a
little more attention as to which parameters’ values to use. Figure 5.14 shows the results for
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Figure 5.14: Induction results for specimens (a) 21 and (b) 24 of ZD252EN model.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Reference induction results for specimen 24 and (b) corresponding referenced
measurements.
the two available specimens, using three different current amplitudes. This was the only model
with distinct results for its specimens, with specimen 21 still not distorting the signal at 10Hz.
References were also measured for specimen 24, with results shown in Fig. 5.15. Figure 5.15b
shows the influence of frequency on the measurements made for this model, though 10Hz
was used nonetheless. As no details were known about these new coils the values used for
dimensions and number of turns were the same as for the previous ones.
5.3 Restoration Force
A crutial variable to measure was the restoration force (FR), as this enables the calculation of
the safety parameter (SP ) and thus the eligibility for use of the (EV). Initial measurements were
made by hand, until the test bed described in Chapter 4 was ready for use.
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Not only was it important to measure FR under normal working conditions but also to see
how varying those conditions affected the measured value, in order to determine the origin of
the abnormally large values obtained with some specimens. Measurements were performed
varying the applied closing current, as well as long runs to determine whether or not wear and
tear could lead to the faulty behaviour.
Other conditions were also tested, such as using a NdFeB magnet cube to hold the plunger or
sending current pulses to atempt to clear any remanent magnetisation before actuating the EV.
5.3.1 Current Magnitude
If the cause of different behaviours was magnetic, the only field source that could be causing it
is the pair of coils. Controlling the field generated from these is, in effect, controlling the current
flowing through them and so it is important to see the effect of that currents’ magnitude on FR.
Also important is the direction of the applied current, to determine if there is any remaining
magnetisation that is not erased by the field itself and that should become clear through a
difference in FR when applying current one way and the other. For this normal and opposite
current directions were defined, normal being current flowing from the black wire to the red and
opposite being self-explanatory after the first one was settled.
Different ZD201 specimens were used to measure the influence of the current magnitude and
direction on FR, the results being shown in Fig. 5.16. Here each graph corresponds to one
specimen and each line corresponds to one sweep, starting with no current applied, going all
the way up to 0.8A and then back to 0A. One can see in all graphs that a minimum current of
0.1A is required to actuate most devices, and between this value and 0.3A a small dependence
of FR on the applied current is observable.
The FR values are all lower than the reference for the spring (100 gF'1N). However, only C9
and T19 fulfil the condition for the safety parameter (SP ) being higher than 5, as their FR values
are close to or bellow 1/5 of the reference.
One can see that the lowest FR values are obtained for the C9 (Fig. 5.16f) and T19 (Fig. 5.16g)
specimens. These samples differ from the rest by using a different metal supplier for the plunger
in the case of the C9 and using the same DT4C alloy but with a non-disclosed heat treatment
in the case of the T19.
Notice that the current sweeps were made in both the increasing and decreasing current dir-
ections, sequentially, but the results for both directions only differ for specimen 69 (Fig. 5.16e).
In the normal direction for the 69 Nor (2) sweep the force dependence on the applied closing
current is visible all the way up to 0.7A while increasing current between measurements. The
return to zero by decreasing the current and the subsequent sweep, tagged 69 Nor, behave in
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Figure 5.16: Results obtained for all the ZD131 specimens, showing the dependece of FR on
the closing current. Specimens used are (a) 20, (b) 42, (c) 50, (d) 67, (e) 69, (f) C9 and (g) T19.
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a similar way to all the rest. Chronologically the abnormal measurement was the first one to be
made, so it could well have been the first time the sample was subjected to an applied field and
what we are seeing is the increasing remanence as the applied field is increased.
Specimens 20 (Fig. 5.16a) and 67 (Fig. 5.16d) escape the predominant behaviour in terms
of the short region of FR dependence on current, particularly when the current is applied in
the opposite to normal direction (current flowing from the red to the black wire). These samples
show a sharp increase in FR as soon as 0.1A is applied and no variation from then on in the 20’s
case or a somewhat erratic behaviour in the case of the 67. This last even seems to decrease
FR with applied current, and this behaviour led to it being measured twice.
For both these specimens the first measurements chronologically are the ones tagged # Nor
and # Opp, and the second ones are # Nor (2) and # Opp (2). For both the behaviour is as
expected only in the normal current direction, while on the opposite only specimen 69, in the
second measurement and only in the increasing current direction, shows results in tune with the
rest. It is worth noticing these specimens returned the highest FR values, along with specimen
69, and are considered part of the peculiar ones.
5.3.2 Current Direction
Although already measured in the previous section, the influence of the current direction was
measuredmore accurately using working conditions for the EVs, namely 0.5A, in each direction.
Previously FR dependence on the current amplitude was studied with only the primary coil
connected to a power source, and no major differences in current direction were observed, and
only one point for each current value was obtained. Sequential measurements with the primary
coil connected to a power source and the secondary to an oscilloscope revealed a consistent
difference in FR according to the direction of the closing current.
All the studied specimens presented a smaller FR value when the closing current was applied
on the opposite direction, a fact that is not yet fully understood. Figure 5.17 shows the results
for selected ZD201 specimens, in both directions, Fig. 5.18 for ZD131EN, Fig. 5.19 for ZD131
and Fig. 5.20 for the ZD252EN. On all cases a reduction of approximately 0.15N is visible when
passing from the normal current direction to the opposite.
To discard any experimental error the setup was tested and power sources and connections
were switched, but the difference from current direction always occurred in the same way. Be-
cause the ZD252EN model was so different from the previous ones, measurements were made
using the same voltage as with previousmodels (which gave 0.75A) and the same 0.5A current.
For this model, tests using −0.5A current consistently returned a FR lower than 0.2N, making
automatic measurements mistake and discard them as noise and thus no graph is presented
for those results.
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Figure 5.17: Restoration force for selected ZD201 specimens for (a) normal and (b) opposite
current directions.
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Figure 5.18: Restoration force for selected ZD131EN specimens for (a) normal and (b) opposite
current directions. Measurements from Bosch TT indicated FR values of 0.4N, 0.2N, 0.2N,
0.4N, 0.4N and 0.2N, with an uncertainty of 0.1N, for specimens 8, 9, 11, 25, 57 and 70,
respectively.
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Figure 5.19: Restoration force for ZD131 specimens for (a) normal and (b) opposite current
directions. Measurements from Bosch TT indicated a FR value of (0.3 0.1)N for specimen
55.
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Figure 5.20: Restoration force for ZD252EN specimens for(a) normal and (b) opposite current
directions.
To determine if the effect was due to the way the coils were connected, the direction of the field
or material magnetic memory two other tests were performed: one using a permanent magnet
as the field source, and the other using current pulses to ensure that all measurements were
taken from the same starting position in terms of material magnetisation.
5.3.2.1 Permanent Magnet
A small magnetic NdFeB cube was used as a field source to measure the FR dependence on
field direction without using the coils themselves or any electronic component. The measure-
ments were made with the magnet attached to the bottom of the anchor, facing one and then
the opposite direction.
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Figure 5.21: (a) FR measured with a small magnetic cube attached to the bottom of the anchor
with both poles and (b) effect of pulses before closing current. + denotes normal direction and
- opposite, p is for pulses and c for current.
The results shown in Fig. 5.21 are counter intuitive: although all specimens have two distinct
values for each direction of the magnet, specimens 20 and 69 present an opposite response
from the remaining majority. Also, the two FR values obtained do not vary as much as when
changing current direction between different specimens.
The suggested explanation for the two different force values is an already present magnetisa-
tion within the material, which is either reinforced or diminished by the magnet, whose field is
bellow the coercive one. This however does not explain the different behaviour of specimens
69 and 20, and relies on the existence of a magnetisation not detected by any other mean and
yet strong enough to resist all the applied fields.
5.3.2.2 Pulse Application
In an attempt to understand the effect of switching current direction, specimen 50 of model
ZD201 was tested with current pulses before each FR measurement. These pulses had double
the amplitude of the closing current and were applied both in the direction of and opposite to it,
with half a second of duration. Figure 5.21b shows the effect of applying these pulses, using
p to tag the pulse direction and c the closing current direction.
No change is observed between measurements with the same closing current direction des-
pite the application of the pulses. The values are also in accordance of the ones shown in
Fig. 5.17. This seems to discard the possibility that a remaining magnetisation is responsible
for the disparity in measured FR, as the pulses should have been strong enough to switch it and
a correlation between pulse and current directions should have appeared.
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Figure 5.22: FR variation with the angle of the plunger with (a) 90° and (b) 45° steps. The grey
rectangles represent the sides of the EV frame as viewed from the top.
5.3.3 Plunger Rotation
The effect of plunger rotation on FR was also studied. The first results, with a rough angle
measurement and only two measurements per position, are shown in Fig. 5.22 and tell us that
there are large variations in FR even within the angle measurement error of approximately 10°.
These results were attained with the specimen 90 of the ZD201 model and show a variation of
0.2N between measurements, with no correlation with the frame walls position.
A more careful experimentation led to the results presented in Fig. 5.22b, with two full turns of
the plunger 45° at a time instead of the previous 90° and a hundred measurements averaged
for each marked point. A maximum variation of 0.4N was measured, but at the same time
all measured values are quite higher (close to double) than previously obtained for the same
specimen, even though all measurement conditions were kept the same.
One of the hypotheses to explain the FR dependence on the angle was an interaction between
the cylindrical asymmetry of the two frame side walls and the plungers’ flattened side. However,
these results, having no compatible periodicity, discard this hypothesis. The other remaining
hypotheses are friction with the copper sleeve around the plunger or variation of the contact
areas between plunger and anchor.
5.3.4 Endurance Performance
As a production-ready EV should be able to endure around 5 105 cycles of operation, it is
important that the developed test bed is able to assert its endurance and if and what changes
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during the EVs expected useful life. Thus, long run tests were made, with the results being
shown in Fig. 5.23. The longest run was made using the ZD201 27 specimen, and the other
two using the 90 specimen.
Time wise, the 85 103 run took 2 d, 18 h and 29min, corresponding to around 2.8 s per cycle.
The 38 103 run took 1 d, 6 h and 18min, or 2.9 s per cycle.
The 2 105 cycle run with ZD201 27 shows an increase in FR as a function on the number of
cycles, bringing wear to the possible causes for some EVs displaying an abnormally high FR
during tests, but not to those which present this peculiarity right from the start.
At the end of the run, while disassembling the specimen, it was noticed that the space between
the plunger and the copper sleeve had dust from the plungers coating. This could explain the
increase in force through an increase in friction between these two pieces.
Also worth noticing is the lowering of FR near the end of the experiment. This corresponds to
the plunger not moving from its closed position near the top lid even when current was applied,
resulting in the test bed acquiring a low restoration force as the servo turned an almost complete
circle. The sharp slope resulting from both the engine and spring pulling in the same direction,
close to the end of this near full turn, was enough to make the measuring algorithm mistakenly
register such low FR.
With the ZD201 90 specimen, while the 38 103 run took measures uninterruptedly, the
85 103 one stopped every 100 cycles to measure inductance, by applying an AC current
through the primary. This led to the appearance of a pattern with that exact period, where FR is
considerably reduced after each inductance measurement. This pattern was confirmed using
Fourier analysis, as shown in Fig. 5.24.
Highlighted in Fig. 5.24b are the first three harmonics at f=0.01 cycle−1, 0.02 cycle−1 and
0.03 cycle−1 (T=100 cycles, 50 cycles and 33 cycles). Notice the lack of any distinguishable
pattern in Fig. 5.24a as a contrast, revealing this periodicity was caused by the magnetic meas-
urements.
Shorter runs were made with and without the AC measurements and with simple time intervals
replacing them, but the periodicity of FR only showed up on the runs where induction measure-
ments were performed. In these cases, however, the diminishing of the measured values right
after the AC measurements is not so clear. Nevertheless, the existence of patterns with the
same period as the induction measurements was corroborated through Fourier analysis.
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Figure 5.23: Long runs with (a) 2 105 cycles with ZD201 27 and (b) 85 103 and (c) 38 103
cycles with specimen 90. In green is the moving average of 1000 elements for (a) and 150
elements for the other two, and red in (c) are the points at each 100 cycles, just after the
induction measurements. Also red in (a) is the linear fit, with results written on the same colour.
5.4 Numerical Simulations
Using the COMSOLMultiphysics software wewere able to obtain the effect of the EV’s geometry
on the magnetic field and, more importantly, its impact on the attraction force between the
plunger and anchor.
Figure 5.25 shows the impact that the shape of the castle has on the magnetic force felt by the
plunger. The first, middle and last traces of Fig. 5.25a are shown in Fig. 5.25b. Together these
two graphs give us the shape of the dependency of force on distance between the two pieces
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Figure 5.24: Fast fourier transform of the two runs ((a) 85 103 and (b) 38 103) shown in
Figs. 5.23b and 5.23c for specimen ZD201 90, respectively.
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Figure 5.25: (a) Attraction force felt by the plunger dependence on castle depth and opening
between it and the anchor and (b) detail on three of the different castle depths.
and on the castle depth, even though the obtained force values and the experimental results
differ, as the simulations did not take into account the real material used in the EVs.
This confirms the importance of the castle shape, as it not only increases themagnetic attraction
when the plunger and anchor are furthest apart, but also reduces it when the two pieces come
together. Thus, the castle profile reduces the field required from the primary coil to actuate the
EV, while at the same time it eases the release of the plunger after the field is turned off.
Figure 5.26 shows the effect on field strength of the castle structure at different distances
between the two pieces. One can see that the magnetic field concentrates around the narrow
regions of contact allowed by this structure, which can be detrimental to the device’s longevity
by saturating those small regions of material.
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a) b) c)
Figure 5.26: Field lines (blue) and magnitude (white to red, a.u.) as a function of plunger and
anchor separation ((a) 0.0mm, (b) 1.5mm and (c) 3.0mm)and castle shape: left side of each
is plain, right side is from ZD201.
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Figure 5.27: (a) Field dependence on the width of the contact between two iron pieces and (b)
shape of the coil.
To verify this, one can see in Fig. 5.27a the effect of narrowing the contact area between two
pieces of metal inside a coil: as the area is decreased, the maximum field increases as the flux
is concentrated on a smaller area. Figures 5.28 and 5.29 show results from these simulations,
evidencing the flux concentration on the contact region and the field guiding effect of the frame.
In them we see the field focusing effect of narrowing the contact area between the two pieces
and the increase in field caused by the addition of the frame.
On the other hand, the geometry of the castle is not the only factor that can influence field
strength. As it was noticed, the winding of the coils was not uniform, which can result in a
non-uniform field distribution. Figure 5.27b shows the results of simulations where a bulge was
added to the coils, and Fig. 5.30 shows the field distribution at specific values of the bulge.
The current in each turn and the number of turns were kept constant, with variations in area
corresponding to a tighter or looser arrangement of the wires.
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a) b) c)
Figure 5.28: Field intensity for different contact areas, without frame. (a) 4mm, (b) 2mm and
(c) 0.1mm.
a) b) c)
Figure 5.29: Field intensity for different contact areas with frame. (a) 4mm, (b) 2mm and
(c) 0.1mm.
a) b) c)
Figure 5.30: Field intensity for different bulge values: (a) −2mm, (b) 0mm and (c) 2mm.
5.5 General Discussion
As seen with Fig. 5.2b there is a relation between the amount of undistorted ferrite in a sample
and its MS value, with highest values obtained for the sample with the highest percentage of
ferrite. This is also linked to an improved behaviour of the EVs, with samples that undertook
proper heat treatment showing the highest ferrite percentage.
However, heat treatments performed at IFIMUP facilities resulted in little or no effect on the
magnetic properties of the materials (Fig. 5.9), most probably due to there being no control of
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the cooling rates. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the metal pieces used in this annealing
were not part of any EV and were untested in terms of their behaviour.
Material from the original ZD201 series was shown to have been incorrectly handled during
fabrication, as air pockets were present inside the plungers of the two specimens previously
identified as having a deviant behaviour. At the same time, SQUID measurements showed
different responses only for the anchor and plunger of the annealed specimen T30, with even
the different C9 alloy displaying the same response as the original material.
In terms of FR, the annealed (T19) and different alloy (C9) specimens showed the highest
SP of all specimens (Fig. 5.16). All this points to the necessity of having greater care during
the machining process or of a better control of the supplied materials, to ensure uniformity of
characteristics both inside and between batches .
Plunger shape differences between models were visible using self-induction measurements.
These revealed higherMR andMS values for the ZD131 and ZD131EN models in comparison
with the ZD201, although with the same coercivity.
Because they take into account the full device, self-induction measurements can be useful
and were shown to be able to distinguish between models (Fig. 5.13). The ZD252EN model
was studied with unknown coil parameters, so the results are treated separately. This was the
only model that showed variation of the self-induction results between specimens, although no
difference between the two was reported to us2.
Our FR measurements supported the effect the shape of the pieces has on SP , as ZD131EN
and ZD252EN show lower values than the original ZD201 and the ZD131 with a different ma-
terial. The differences between the pieces in these models are only qualitatively mentioned in
Table 1.1, and were not investigated per agreement.
Numerical simulations confirmed the impact of the geometry of both the plunger and the coils on
the field intensity, and were also used to justify the complex castle profile as a means to achieve
greater attraction between the plunger and anchor at greater distances while not increasing it
significantly when the two pieces come together.
As the culmination of the cooperation between IFIMUP and Bosch, the last tested model,
ZD252EN, had the best results in terms of FR. It also was the only model to display a difference
in the induction measurements between the two available specimens.
2undisclosed and not sought by agreement
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6.1 Conclusions
Although the main differentiating causes for the abnormal specimens were not found, some
hypothesis are provided:
• Poor material quality in terms of preparation can affect remanence values and increase
FR;
• Different coil winding quality can affect the maximum field experienced by individual spe-
cimens;
• Plunger’s coating wear can increase friction over time;
• The shape factor of the castle can concentrate field flux and cause local magnetization;
• Contact between plunger and castle closes the magnetic circuit, making it harder to sep-
arate the two;
Accompanying these, some possible solutions are offered:
• Standardize material sources and treatments, most importantly after final piece shaping;
• Separate both coil windings with a plastic sheet or insure a smooth interface between the
two;
• Use a more resilient coating or a Teflon low friction coating on the brass sleeve;
• Simplified castle profile (as in ZD131);
• Using a non-magnetic spacer between plunger and anchor [37].
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Results from Section 5.3.1 lead us to point material quality as one of the critical aspects of the
EVs construction process in dire need of attention. This comes from the fact that specimens
C9, which was built using a different metal supplier, and T30, which was one of the peculiar
specimens that underwent thermal treatment, presented a normal behaviour in terms of FR
magnitude.
The dependence of FR on the current direction could still not be totally explained, as it is
expected that switching the direction of the current only flips the field without altering its intensity.
This phenomena, along with the response to the small NdFeB magnet could be explained in
terms of an already present magnetization, although this was not detected.
To explain the dependence on the angle of the plunger, two main suspects are contact area
between anchor and plunger varying with the angle and inhomogeneity of material.A simpler
origin would be that the plunger cover wears during use and increases friction. The dust could
accumulate near the flat surface of the plunger and when that portion faces the ground the dust
no longer touches the plunger and thus friction and FR diminish. Either way, it does not appear
to be the asymmetry of the device the responsible for this variation.
Magnetic measurements of material samples needed a proper reference and more care in
sample preparation to ensure the shape factor is the same for every measurement and thus
provide comparable results.
Material characterisation points to issues in the quality of the material, at the most important
region of all: the castle. Improving the uniformity of the used material is of extreme importance.
Since the plungers with faulty tips were also the ones with the worst results in FR measurements
one can not help but to correlate the two factors and point material defects as one of the most
critical parameters hampering the EVs performance.
It has also been shown that the percentage of martensite, or ferrite distortions, can be cor-
related with the quality of the specimens, with the ones of odd behaviour presenting a higher
percentage of martensite. Annealing after final shaping of the pieces seems to lessen this issue.
Results from SEM show that the material is not being supplied in a good condition or not
being machined with care, with some samples presenting air pockets in the metal and impurities
including hard magnetic material like SmCo5.
The problem can also be more complex, with several of the above hypothesis interplaying to
cause the failures. It must also be noticed that many of the specimens tested were not checked
for what made them different from the rest, so it is possible there were subtler variations inside
each models population. As the company showed a great interest and eagerness in results that
for us told nothing, it is quite possible conclusions were drawn from this work that were left as
trade secrets.
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All-in-all themain objectives were fulfilled and the partnership with Bosch TT was shown fruitful,
with model ZD252EN resulting from this cooperation and fulfilling the higher SP requirement.
6.2 Future Work
The developed program for the automatic test bed was improved during measurements, res-
ulting in a new and improved version. This could be further developed and eventually inserted
in production line, allowing the measurement of FR for each electrovalve or at least of random
samplea from each batch.
Induction measurements without applied field are also being studied, using the servo to move
the plunger and picking up any induced signal from both coils. This could provide a better
differentiating factor than measurements of FR, or a complementary result.
At last, further analysis of new prototypes following the here proposed solutions can also be
made, comparing them with previous models.
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Appendix A - PBASIC code
Mentioned in Section 4.1.1.
' $STAMP BS2
' $PBASIC 2.5
Baud CON 84 ' baudrate code | match DEBUG
SerialPin CON 16 ' pin to use for com. | match DEBUG
BetweenChars CON 1 ' time (ms) between chars | match DEBUG
pulseWidth VAR Word ' Value can be 650 to 850
pulseWidth = 750 ' Start stopped
ServoPin PIN 10 ' change I/O pin for servo signal here
PAUSE 800 ' To disregard USB salute
DEBUG "Continuous Servo Control V4"
DO
Refresh:
PULSOUT ServoPin, pulseWidth
SERIN SerialPin, Baud, 20, Refresh, [WAIT ("+"),
pulseWidth.HIGHBYTE,
pulseWidth.LOWBYTE]
'allow time for communication:
PAUSE 13
SEROUT SerialPin, Baud, BetweenChars, ["+",DEC pulseWidth,"-"]
'DEBUG "+",DEC pulseWidth,"-"
PAUSE 13
LOOP
I
Appendix B - Coil magnetic field
Mentioned in Section 5.2.1.
File cilindrical_magnetic_field.py
###
# Magnetic Field of a Solenoid
# Cylindrical coordinates (ro, phi, z)
# radius a, length L
# surface current density K = I/L (phi direction)
# from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solenoid#Finite_continuous_solenoids
from numpy import *
from scipy import *
from scipy.integrate import romberg
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
a = 0.0115 # radius of solenoid (m)
L = 0.015 # half length of solenoid (m)
I = 0.5 # current in solenoid (A)
miu0 = 4*pi*10**-7 # vacuum magnetic permeabilty
n=1035
I*=n
csi = lambda z, pm=1: z + pm*L/2 # pm is +1 or -1 (plus or minus)
h_squared = lambda rho, a: 4*a*rho/(a+rho)**2
k_squared = lambda rho, z, a, pm=1: 4*a*rho/((a+rho)**2+(csi(z,pm))**2)
K = lambda m: romberg(lambda theta: 1/sqrt(1-m*sin(theta)**2),
0,pi/2)
E = lambda m: romberg(lambda theta: sqrt(1-m*sin(theta)**2),
0,pi/2)
PI = lambda n, m: romberg(lambda theta: 1/( (1-n*(sin(theta)**2)) *\
sqrt(1-m*(sin(theta)**2))
),
0,pi/2)
def Mag_Calc(rho, z):
II
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global a
global L
global I
constante1 = (miu0*I / (4*pi*L))
h2 = h_squared(rho, a)
constante2 = sqrt(a/rho)
k2 = k_squared(rho, z, a, -1)
csi1 = csi(z,-1)
K1 = K(k2)
E1 = E(k2)
PI1 = PI(h2, k2)
valor_csi_Aphi_plus = csi1*sqrt(k2)*(((k2+h2-h2*k2)/(h2*k2))*K1 -\
(1/k2)*E1 + ((h2-1)/h2)*PI1)
valor_csi_Brho_plus = ((k2-2)*K1 + 2*E1) / (2*sqrt(k2))
valor_csi_Bz_plus = csi1*sqrt(k2)*(K1 + (a-rho)*PI1/(a+rho))
k2 = k_squared(rho, z, a, 1)
csi1 = csi(z,1)
K1 = K(k2)
E1 = E(k2)
PI1 = PI(h2, k2)
valor_csi_Aphi_minus = csi(z,-1)*sqrt(k2)*(((k2+h2-h2*k2)/(h2*k2))*K1 -\
(1/k2)*E1 + ((h2-1)/h2)*PI1)
valor_csi_Brho_minus = ((k2-2)*K1 + 2*E1) / (2*sqrt(k2))
valor_csi_Bz_minus = csi1*sqrt(k2) * ( K1 + (a-rho)*PI1/(a+rho) )
Aphi = constante1 * constante2 * (valor_csi_Aphi_plus-valor_csi_Aphi_minus)
Brho = constante1 * constante2 * (valor_csi_Brho_plus-valor_csi_Brho_minus)
Bz = -constante1 * (valor_csi_Bz_plus-valor_csi_Bz_minus) /\
(2*sqrt(a*rho))
return Aphi, Brho, Bz
def plot_area():
# make these smaller to increase the resolution
drho, dz = a/100., L/100.
# generate 2 2d grids for the x & y bounds
rhos, zs = mgrid[slice(drho/100., a*4. + drho, drho),
slice(0, 3.*L + dz, dz)]
Aphis = zeros(rhos.shape)
Brhos = zeros(rhos.shape)
Bzs = zeros(rhos.shape)
for i in range(len(rhos)):
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#print '\n',i
for j in range(len(zs[0])):
#print j,
Aphis[i,j], Brhos[i,j], Bzs[i,j] = Mag_Calc(rhos[i,j],zs[i,j])
Aphis[isnan(Aphis)] = 0;
Brhos[isnan(Brhos)] = 0;
Bzs[isnan(Bzs)] = 0;
Babs = sqrt(Brhos**2 + Bzs**2)
save('Aphis',Aphis) #then use load to open them
save('Brhos',Brhos)
save('Bzs',Bzs)
plt.subplot(1, 1, 1)
plt.contourf(rhos,zs, Aphis)
plt.streamplot(rhos[::,0],zs[0],
Brhos.transpose(),Bzs.transpose(),
color='k')
plt.Rectangle((-a/2,-L/2),a,L)
plt.show()
return Aphis, Brhos, Bzs
def plot_axis(a_=None, L_=None, I_=None):
global a
global L
global I
if a_: a=a_
if L_: L=L_
if I_: I=I_
dz= L/100.
zs = arange(-2*L, 2*L + dz, dz)
Aphis = zeros(zs.shape)
Brhos = zeros(zs.shape)
Bzs = zeros(zs.shape)
for i in range(len(zs)):
Aphis[i], Brhos[i], Bzs[i] = Mag_Calc(0.001,zs[i])
plt.plot(zs,Bzs)
plt.show()
return zs, Bzs
Appendix C - Demagnetizing factor
Mentioned in Section 5.2.2.
File demag_factor.py
# -*- coding: cp1252 -*-
from numpy import *
from pylab import *
from scipy import *
from scipy import interpolate
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
if __name__=='__main__': graph_debug = True
else: graph_debug = False
def interpolador(X,Y,k=3,s=0.):
"""
interpolador(X, Y[, k=2, s=0., der=0])
Retorna uma fun￿￿o que calcula a interpola￿￿o para o conjunto de dados X, Y.
X - abcissas
Y - ordenadas
k - ordem da spline
s - suaviza￿￿o
"""
obejct_interp = interpolate.splrep(X, Y, k=k, s=s)
return lambda t, der = 0: interpolate.splev(t, obejct_interp, der)
def log_func(x, a=1., b=1., c=1., d=1., e=1., f=1.):
#return a * np.log(b * x) + c
return d * np.log(e * (a * np.log(b * x) + c)) + f
def curve_fitter(curve,x,y):
popt, pcov = curve_fit(curve, x, y)
return lambda x: curve(x, *popt)
# gamma=L/d
gamma=array([0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.,
V
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1.5, 2., 3., 5., 10., 20., 50., 100., 200., 500.])
# fluxmetric demag factor
Nf={1.5:array([9.5997e-1, 9.2952e-1, 8.5662e-1, 7.6446e-1, 6.3199e-1,
5.3644e-1, 4.0424e-1, 3.1684e-1, 2.3108e-1, 1.4921e-1,
1.0358e-1, 5.7048e-2, 2.3444e-2, 5.8142e-3, 1.3538e-3,
2.0560e-4, 5.0625e-5, 1.2572e-5, 2.0044e-6]),
9.: array([9.5548e-1, 9.2175e-1, 8.4161e-1, 7.4258e-1, 6.0603e-1,
5.1154e-1, 3.8624e-1, 3.0621e-1, 2.2901e-1, 1.5527e-1,
1.1325e-1, 6.8296e-2, 3.2138e-2, 8.9515e-3, 1.8736e-3,
2.2919e-4, 5.2925e-5, 1.2818e-5, 2.0183e-6]),
99.:array([9.5326e-1, 9.1791e-1, 8.3425e-1, 7.3197e-1, 5.9366e-1,
4.9982e-1, 3.7789e-1, 3.0120e-1, 2.2771e-1, 1.5758e-1,
1.1751e-1, 7.4335e-2, 3.8845e-2, 1.4127e-2, 4.2522e-3,
5.3290e-4, 7.9545e-5, 1.4766e-5, 2.1072e-6]),
999.:array([9.5298e-1, 9.1745e-1, 8.3338e-1, 7.3075e-1, 5.9223e-1,
4.9847e-1, 3.7693e-1, 3.0062e-1, 2.2754e-1, 1.5783e-1,
1.1799e-1, 7.5064e-2, 3.9778e-2, 1.5173e-2, 5.2249e-3,
1.0771e-3, 2.5917e-4, 4.1421e-5, 2.7715e-6]),
9999.:array([nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan,
nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, 3.5732e-4, 9.6557e-5, 1.1501e-5]),
99999:array([nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, nan,
nan, nan, nan, nan, nan, 3.7051e-4, 1.0893e-4, 1.9879e-5]),
10000000000:array([9.5295e-1, 9.1740e-1, 8.3328e-1, 7.3061e-1,
5.9206e-1, 4.9832e-1, 3.7682e-1, 3.0056e-1,
2.2752e-1, 1.5786e-1, 1.1805e-1, 7.5146e-2,
3.9886e-2, 1.5301e-2, 5.3615e-3, 1.2111e-3,
3.7203e-4, 1.1046e-4, 2.1369e-5]),
}
# convers￿o em fun￿￿o
chis_sorted=sorted(Nf.keys())
chi_max=chis_sorted[-1]
Nf_interp=[]
for chi in chis_sorted:
# because nan==nan returns False:
indices=where(Nf[chi] == Nf[chi], Nf[chi], Nf[chi_max])
Nf_interp.append(interpolador(gamma,indices))
Nm={'?':array([9.5587E-1, 9.2290E-1, 8.4513E-1, 7.4985E-1, 6.1953E-1,
5.3013E-1, 4.1119E-1, 3.3447E-1, 2.5903E-1, 1.8474E-1,
1.4094E-1, 9.2254E-2, 5.0609E-2, 2.0181E-2, 7.2904E-3,
1.6949E-3, 5.2857E-4, 1.5883E-4, 3.1138E-5]),
}
def coisa(chi_medido=12,gamma_medido=4.16,tol=0.01):
"""
gets stuff done.
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"""
global gamma,chis_sorted,chi_max,Nf_interp
if graph_debug:
f=figure(dpi=100,figsize=(5,3))
f.suptitle('')
a1=f.add_subplot(211)
legenda=[]
Nfs=[]
i=0
while i<len(chis_sorted):
Nfs.append(Nf_interp[i](gamma_medido))
if graph_debug:
#because nan==nan returns False:
indices=where(Nf[chis_sorted[i]] == Nf[chis_sorted[i]],
Nf[chis_sorted[i]],
Nf[chi_max])
a1.plot(gamma,indices)
legenda.append(r'$\chi=%.1f$'%(chis_sorted[i],))
i+=1
#Nf_chis = curve_fitter(log_func,chis,Nfs)
Nf_chis = interpolador(log(chis_sorted),Nfs)
chi_real=chi_medido
chi_real_old=chi_real-2*tol
if graph_debug:
chi_search=[chi_medido]
nf_search=[Nf_chis(log(chi_medido))]
n=0
x=linspace(0,2*log(chi_max),100)
#show()
while abs(chi_real-chi_real_old)>tol and n<10:
chi_real_old=chi_real
#print n,'chi =', chi_real, 'Nf =', Nf_chis(log(chi_real)), \
#'coisa =', 1./(-Nf_chis(chi_real) + 1./(chi_medido))
chi_real = chi_medido/(1. - chi_medido * Nf_chis(log(chi_real)))
#print n,'chi =', chi_real, 'Nf =', Nf_chis(log(chi_real) )
if graph_debug:
nf_search.append(Nf_chis(log(chi_real)))
chi_search.append(chi_real)
#plot(chis,Nfs,'b-x')
#plot(chi_search,nf_search,'bs')
#plot(x,Nf_chis(x),'cx-')
#show()
n+=1
if graph_debug:
a1.plot(gamma_medido*ones(len(chis_sorted)),Nfs,'r:x')
legenda.append(r'$\chi\left(\gamma_m\right)$')
a1.legend(legenda,loc=0)
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a1.set_xlabel(r'$\gamma \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
a1.set_ylabel(r'$Nf \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
a1.set_yscale('log')
a1.set_xscale('log')
a2=f.add_subplot(212)
a2.plot(chis_sorted,Nfs,'b-x')
x=e**linspace(0,log(chi_max),100)
a2.plot(x,Nf_chis(log(x)),'c-')
a2.plot(chi_search,nf_search,'bs')
a2.legend([r'$\gamma=%f$'%(gamma_medido,),r'$interp.$',r'$search$'],
loc=0)
a2.set_xlabel(r'$\chi \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
a2.set_ylabel(r'$Nf \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
#a2.set_yscale('log')
a2.set_xscale('log')
savefig('foo.pdf', bbox_inches=0)
show()
if __name__=='__main__':
show()
close(f)
return chi_real, Nf_chis(log(chi_real))
if __name__=='__main__':
for pair in [(3.15,12.20),(4.16,16.19),(5.08,19.75),
(6.00,23.45),(7.20,28.20)]:
print 'gamma = %.2f; mu_ext = %.2f; chi_real = %.2f'\
% (pair[0],
pair[1],
coisa(chi_medido=pair[1],gamma_medido=pair[0])[0])
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File tratamento5.py
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Thu Nov 24 18:42:32 2011
@author: Bernardo
"""
from numpy import *
from pylab import *
from scipy import interpolate
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
from demag_factor import coisa
import os
Vacuum_Permeability = 4*pi*10**-7 # µ0 [H / m]
# H (Henry) = m^2·kg / C^2 ##C = coulomb
# = m^2·kg / s^2·A^2 ##A = ampere
# = J / A^2 ##J = joule
# = Wb / A ##Wb = weber
# = V·s / A ##V = volt
# = s^2 / F ##F = farad
# = Ω·s ##Ω = ohm
##kg = kilogram
##m = meter
##s = second
# B = µ0·(H + M) = µ0·(1 + ￿)·H
# M = ￿·H
def bisection(func,xmin,xmax,tol=1e-12,imax=100000,verbose=False,*args,**kwargs):
FMAX=func(xmax,*args,**kwargs) # isto permite avaliar f apenas uma vez em
# cada iteração
FMIN=func(xmin,*args,**kwargs)
while abs((xmax-xmin)/xmin) > tol:
if verbose: print xmin, FMIN, xmax, FMAX
imax-=1 #segurança para não ficar preso
xmedio=xmin+((xmax-xmin)/2.)
FMEDIO=func(xmedio,*args,**kwargs)
if not FMEDIO:
print "(exact value machine-wise)",
break
if not imax:
print "(non-convergence)",
break
if (FMIN*FMEDIO)<0:
FMAX=FMEDIO
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xmax=xmedio
elif (FMAX*FMEDIO)<0:
FMIN=FMEDIO
xmin=xmedio
else:
print "(not found)",
return None
try:
return xmedio
except:
pass
def ler_ficheiro(document):
doc=open(document)
conteudo=doc.readlines()
doc.close()
return conteudo
teste='170913C.FLD'
def interpolador(X,Y,k=3,s=0.,per=True):
"""
interpolador(X, Y[, k=2, s=0., der=0])
Retorna uma função que calcula a interpolação para o conjunto de
dados X, Y.
X - abcissas
Y - ordenadas
k - ordem da spline
s - suavização
per - periodic data?
"""
obejct_interp = interpolate.splrep(X, Y, k=k, s=s)
return lambda t, der = 0: interpolate.splev(t, obejct_interp, der)
def suavizar(dados):
"""
Suavisa os dados tirando médias pesadas entre o ponto e os seus vizinhos.
"""
retorno=zeros(dados.shape)
for i in range(1,len(dados)-1):
retorno[i]=(((dados[i+1]+dados[i-1])/2.)+dados[i])/2
retorno[0]=(3.*dados[0]+dados[1])/4.
retorno[-1]=(3.*dados[-1]+dados[-2])/4.
return retorno
def forma_chi(H,a,b,c):
"""
Forma geral da susceptibilidade para um material ferromagnético.
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"""
return a+b*(1.-tanh(c*H)**4)
def curve_fitter(curve,x,y,p0=None):
popt, pcov = curve_fit(curve, x, y,p0)
return lambda x: curve(x, *popt),popt,pcov
def tratar(document,massa=1.,comprimento=1.,diametro=1., amplitude_usada=1.5,
nome='sample?',plot_marker=True, correc=False):
### Ler documento
doc=open(document)
conteudo=doc.readlines()
doc.close()
#### Ler cabeçalho
# 0#Tue Sep 17 18:34:43 2013
# 1#Specimen : 70
# 2#Sample : Plunger
# 3#Amplitude (mm) : 0.5
# 4#Mass (g) : 0.03729
# 5#Height (mm) : 4.82
# 6#Diameter (mm) : 1.15
# 7#M/H loop
# 8# t, moment, Signal, temp, Field
# 9# s, emu, V, K, T
#10#
#11# 7:0 7:0 7:0 7:0 7:0
####
if conteudo[1]=='M/H loop\n':
cabecalho=False
Date = 'week_day month day hh:mm:ss yyyy'
Specimen = '?'
Sample = '?'
Amplitude = 1.
Mass = 1.
Height = 1.
Diameter = 1.
Coisas_Medidas = conteudo[2][:-1].replace(' ','').split(',')
Unidades = conteudo[3][:-1].replace(' ','').split(',')
dados_index = 6
else:
cabecalho=True
Date = conteudo[0][:-1]
Specimen = conteudo[1][conteudo[1].find(':')+1:-1]
Sample = conteudo[2][conteudo[2].find(':')+1:-1]
Amplitude = float(conteudo[3][conteudo[3].find(':')+1:]) #mm
Mass = float(conteudo[4][conteudo[4].find(':')+1:]) #g
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Height = float(conteudo[5][conteudo[5].find(':')+1:])/10. #cm
Diameter = float(conteudo[6][conteudo[6].find(':')+1:])/10. #cm
Coisas_Medidas = conteudo[7][:-1].replace(' ','').split(',')
Unidades = conteudo[8][:-1].replace(' ','').split(',')
dados_index = 12
Volume = Height * pi * (Diameter/2)**2 #cm^3
print Specimen, Sample
#### Ler dados
#12#1.0571512E+06 3.0040871E+00 2.1500000E-01 3.0000000E+02 9.9920000E-01
#13#1.0571512E+06 3.0040871E+00 2.1500000E-01 3.0000000E+02 9.9920000E-01
####
dados=conteudo[dados_index:]
for i in range(len(dados)):
dados[i]=[float(a) for a in dados[i].split(' ')[:-1]]
dados = array(dados) # para permitir o uso de [:,#]
time = dados[:,0]-dados[0,0] # tempo
field = dados[:,4] # campo aplicado * miu0 (T)
field_Am = field/Vacuum_Permeability # campo aplicado (A/m)
moment_emu = dados[:,1]/Amplitude # momento (emu)
moment_Am = (10**3/Volume)*moment_emu # momento (A/m)
#moment = moment_emu/Mass # momento (emu/g ou A·m^2/kg)
moment = (moment_emu/Volume) * 4 * pi * 10**-4 # momento (T)
# emu/cm^3 > x10^3 > A/m > x4pix10^-7 > T
#plot(field_Am,moment)
#show()
del conteudo # liberta memória...
### Cálculo Magnetic Susceptibility
field_ord, moment_ord = array(zip(*sorted(zip(field,moment))))
moment_ord_soft=suavizar(suavizar(suavizar(moment_ord)))
moment_ord_interp=interpolador(field_ord,moment_ord_soft,
k=3,s=.05,per=False)
#chi_suave=lambda field: moment_ord_interp(field,der=1)
chi=moment_ord_interp(field_ord,der=1)
###STUFFF
muR,popt,pcov= curve_fitter(forma_chi,field_ord,chi+1)
# f=figure()
# a1=f.add_subplot(111)
# a1.plot(field_ord,muR(field_ord))
# a1.plot(field_ord,chi+1)
# a1.legend([r'$\mu_r=%f+%f*(1.-tanh(%f*H)**4)$' % tuple(popt),r'$\mu_r$'],
# loc=0)
# a1.set_xlabel(r'$\mu_0 \cdot H \, \left[T\right]$')
# a1.set_ylabel(r'$\mu_r \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
# print "%f+%f*(1.-tanh(%f*H)**4)" % tuple(popt)
# show()
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# f.savefig('%s %s - mu2.png'%(Specimen, Sample),format='png')
# close(f)
# return
###STUFFF
### Interpolaçao do Momento e do Sinal
interp_moment = interpolador(time,moment,k=3,s=0.005)
interp_field = interpolador(time,field,k=3,s=0.005)
### Cálculo dos primeiros dois zeros dos dados
tempo_medio=(time[-1]-time[0])/2. + time[0]
zero_moment_1 = bisection(interp_moment, # função
time[0], # t mínimo
tempo_medio, # t máximo
der = 0) # ordem da derivada
zero_field_1 = bisection(interp_field, # funcao
time[0], # t mínimo
tempo_medio, # t máximo
der = 0) # ordem da derivada
zero_moment_2 = bisection(interp_moment, # funcao
tempo_medio, # t mínimo
time[-1], # t máximo
der = 0) # ordem da derivada
zero_field_2 = bisection(interp_field, # funcao
tempo_medio, # t mínimo
time[-1], # t máximo
der = 0) # ordem da derivada
diferenca_time_d = ( zero_moment_1-zero_field_1 +\
zero_moment_2-zero_field_2 )/2.
### Cálculo dos zeros das derivadas
zero_d_moment = bisection(interp_moment, # funcao
zero_moment_1, # t mínimo
zero_moment_2, # t máximo
der = 1) # ordem da derivada
zero_d_field = bisection(interp_field, # funcao
zero_field_1, # t mínimo
zero_field_2, # t máximo
der = 1) # ordem da derivada
diferenca_time = zero_d_moment-zero_d_field
### Display
print "\tDiferenca de tempo (calc. pelos dados):", diferenca_time, "s"
print "\tDiferenca de tempo (calc. pelas deriv.):", diferenca_time_d, "s"
print "\tMedia das diferencas:", (diferenca_time_d+diferenca_time)/2., "s"
### Cálculo do valor do campo coersivo:
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CampoCoersivo=abs( interp_field(zero_moment_1) -\
interp_field(zero_moment_2) )/2.
### Cálculo do valor da magnetização remanescente:
MagReman=abs(interp_moment(zero_field_1)-interp_moment(zero_field_2))/2.
### Display
print "\tCampo coersivo:", CampoCoersivo, "T"
print "\tMagnetização Remanescente:", MagReman, "T"
### Cálculo da Magnetização de saturação
derivada_maxima=0.1 # na curva chi_suave(field_h_x[j:]) escolher o valor
# de chi máximo que se quer ter para considerar linear
# (lembrar que chi representa a derivada do momento em
# relação ao campo.
# magnetização de saturação
temp = interpolate.splrep(field_ord,moment_ord_interp(field_ord,der=1) -\
derivada_maxima,s=0.001)
zeros = interpolate.sproot(temp)
if len(zeros)>2:
distancias= abs(abs(zeros)-0.5)
print distancias
zero_i1=distancias.argmin()
zero1=zeros[zero_i1]
distancias[zero_i1]=distancias.max()
zero_i2=distancias.argmin()
zero2=zeros[zero_i2]
elbow_start, elbow_stop = sorted([zero1,zero2])
else:
elbow_start, elbow_stop = zeros
# do terceiro para o quarto quadrante
x_temp1=np.linspace(field_ord[0],elbow_start,1000)
declive1, mag_sat_1 = polyfit(x_temp1,moment_ord_interp(x_temp1), 1)
# do primeiro para o segundo quadrante
x_temp2=np.linspace(elbow_stop, field_ord[-1],1000)
declive2, mag_sat_2 = polyfit(x_temp2,moment_ord_interp(x_temp2), 1)
print "\tMagnetizacao de saturacao sem correccao:", mag_sat_1,\
"emu/cm^3 ; ", mag_sat_2, "emu/cm^3"
#print "\tMagnetizacao de saturação com correccao:", polarizacao_CC , "T"
### Cálculo da susceptibilidade magnética
print "\tdM/dH a H = 0: ", moment_ord_interp(0,der=1)
Factor_Corr=0.9
temp = interpolate.splrep(field_ord,moment_ord_interp(field_ord,der=1) -\
Factor_Corr*moment_ord_interp(0,der=1),s=0.001)
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#plot(linspace(-1.,1.,100),interpolate.splev(linspace(-1.,1.,100),temp))
zeros = interpolate.sproot(temp)
parte_linear=[zeros[0],zeros[-1]]
#print zeros
#plot(zeros,interpolate.splev(zeros,temp),'bs')
#show()
x_temp3=linspace(zeros[0],zeros[-1],100)
suscep, b_suscep = polyfit(x_temp3,moment_ord_interp(x_temp3), 1)
suscep_corr, Nm=coisa(suscep,Height/Diameter)
print 'Susceptibility = ', suscep, 'Susceptibility Corr.= ',suscep_corr,\
'gamma =', Height/Diameter, 'shape factor =', Nm
### Cálculo B
if plot_marker:
f=figure(figsize=(15,12))
f.suptitle('Resumo' + Specimen + Sample)
# topo
a1=f.add_subplot(211,xlim=(-1.2,1.2),ylim=(-2.0,2.0))
legenda=[]
# dados
a1.plot(field,moment,'c--')
legenda.append('Original Data')
# interpolação
a1.plot(field_ord,moment_ord_interp(field_ord),'g:')
legenda.append('Averaged Curve')
# campo coercivo
a1.plot([interp_field(zero_moment_1),
interp_field(zero_moment_2)],
[interp_moment(zero_moment_1),
interp_moment(zero_moment_2)],'rx--')
legenda.append('Coercive H ~%f T' % (CampoCoersivo,))
# magnetização remanescente
a1.plot([interp_field(zero_field_1),
interp_field(zero_field_2)],
[interp_moment(zero_field_1),
interp_moment(zero_field_2)],'mx--')
legenda.append('Remanent Mag. ~%f T' % (MagReman,))
# saturações
a1.plot(x_temp1,moment_ord_interp(x_temp1),'b-')
legenda.append('Linear Part 1')
a1.plot([field_ord[0],0],
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[moment_ord_interp(field_ord[0]),mag_sat_1],
'b:x')
legenda.append('Satur. 1 ~%f T' % (mag_sat_1,))
a1.plot(x_temp2,moment_ord_interp(x_temp2),'r-')
legenda.append('Linear Part 2')
a1.plot([0,field_ord[-1]],
[mag_sat_2, moment_ord_interp(field_ord[-1])],
'r:x')
legenda.append('Satur. 2 ~%f T' % (mag_sat_2,))
# susceptibilidades
a1.plot(x_temp3,moment_ord_interp(x_temp3),'g-')
legenda.append(r'$\chi=%.1f \, \chi_{corr}=%.1f \, \gamma=%.3f$' %\
(suscep,suscep_corr,Height/Diameter))
# legendas
a1.legend(legenda,loc="upper left")
a1.set_xlabel(r'$\mu_0 \cdot H \, \left[T\right]$')
a1.set_ylabel(r'$\mu_0 \cdot Mv \, \left[T\right]$')
# fundo
a2=f.add_subplot(212,xlim=(-1.2,1.2),ylim=(0.,20.0))
legenda=[]
# susceptibilidade magnética
a2.plot(field_ord,chi+1)
legenda.append(r'$\mu_r$')
a2.plot(field_ord,muR(field_ord))
legenda.append(r'$\mu_r=%f+%f*(1.-tanh(%f*H)**4)$' % tuple(popt))
a2.plot([field_ord[0],elbow_start],
[derivada_maxima+1,derivada_maxima+1],
'b:')
a2.plot([elbow_stop, field_ord[-1]],
[derivada_maxima+1,derivada_maxima+1],
'r:')
a2.plot([parte_linear[0], parte_linear[1]],
[Factor_Corr*moment_ord_interp(0,der=1)+1,
Factor_Corr*moment_ord_interp(0,der=1)+1],
'g:')
# legendas
a2.legend(legenda,loc="upper left")
a2.set_xlabel(r'$\mu_0 \cdot H \, \left[T\right]$')
a2.set_ylabel(r'$\mu_r \, \left[n.a.\right]$')
# salvar gráficos
f.savefig('%s %s.png'%(Specimen, Sample),format='png')
show()
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close(f)
del f
# mostrar gráficos
#show()
return #[(CampoCoersivo,CampoCoersivoCC),(polarizacao_SC,polarizacao_CC)]
if __name__ == '__main__':
x=raw_input('correr?')
print x
if x=='s':
contents=os.listdir('.')[:]
print 'a'
CamposCoersivosSC=[]
CamposCoersivosCC=[]
polarizacoes_SC=[]
polarizacoes_CC=[]
temperaturas=[]
termopar=[]
area= 1# area em m^2
distancia= 1# distancia em m
for doc in contents:
if doc[-4:]=='.FLD':
print doc
tratar(doc)
#show()
else: print 'ok...'
print doc
try:
temp=processar_nome(doc) # data, amostra, termopar,
# temperatura, capacidade,
# tensao
if temp:
dados=temp
pontos=tratar(doc,capacidade=dados[4],
superficie=0.010*0.003,
distancia=0.0005,
tensao_maxima=dados[5],
plot_marker=False)
# [(CampoCoersivo,CampoCoersivoCC),
(polarizacao_SC,polarizacao_CC)]
CamposCoersivosSC.append(pontos[0][0])
CamposCoersivosCC.append(pontos[0][1])
polarizacoes_SC.append(pontos[1][0])
polarizacoes_CC.append(pontos[1][1])
temperaturas.append(dados[3])
termopar.append(dados[2])
except IOError: pass
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except IndexError: pass
amostra=dados[1]
condensador=dados[4]
tensao=dados[5]
T_Tc=[(T-temperaturas[-1]) for T in temperaturas]
P_2_SC=[P**2 for P in polarizacoes_SC]
P_2_CC=[P**2 for P in polarizacoes_CC]
beta=(P_2_CC[-1]-P_2_CC[0])/(T_Tc[-1]-T_Tc[0])
titulo="%s, C=%f, T=%f, beta=%f" % (amostra, condensador, tensao, beta)
guardar=True
if guardar:
ficheiro=open('output_%s.txt'%(titulo,),'w')
ficheiro.write(titulo+\
'\nTensao termopar\t Temp.\tCampo coersi. SC\tCampo coersi.'+\
'CC\tPolarização SC\tPolarização CC\n'+\
'[V]\t[ºc]\t[V/m]\t[V/m]\t[C/m^2]\t[C/m^2]\n')
ficheiro.writelines(
["%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n" % (termopar[i],
temperaturas[i],
CamposCoersivosSC[i],
CamposCoersivosCC[i],
polarizacoes_SC[i],
polarizacoes_CC[i]) for i in range(len(temperaturas))])
ficheiro.close()
f1=figure()
a1=f1.add_subplot(111)
a1.plot(polarizacoes_SC,CamposCoersivosSC,'r+-')
a1.plot(polarizacoes_CC,CamposCoersivosCC,'gx-')
a1.set_xlabel(r'Polarization [C/m$^{2}$]')
a1.set_ylabel('Coercive Field [V/m]')
a1.legend(['raw','corrected'],loc=0)
a1.set_title(titulo)
f2=figure()
a2=f2.add_subplot(111)
a2.plot(array(temperaturas)+273.15,CamposCoersivosSC,'r+-')
a2.plot(array(temperaturas)+273.15,CamposCoersivosCC,'gx-')
a2.set_xlabel('Temperature [K]')
a2.set_ylabel('Coercive Field [V/m]')
a2.legend(['raw','corrected'],loc=0)
a2.set_title(titulo)
f3=figure()
a3=f3.add_subplot(111)
a3.plot(array(temperaturas)+273.15,polarizacoes_SC,'r+-')
a3.plot(array(temperaturas)+273.15,polarizacoes_CC,'gx-')
a3.set_xlabel('Temperature [K]')
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a3.set_ylabel(r'Polarization [C/m$^{2}$]')
a3.legend(['raw','corrected'],loc=0)
a3.set_title(titulo)
f4=figure()
a4=f4.add_subplot(111)
a4.plot(T_Tc,P_2_SC,'r+-')
a4.plot(T_Tc,P_2_CC,'gx-')
a4.set_xlabel('T-Tc [K]')
a4.set_ylabel(r'Polarization$^{2}$ [(C/m$^{2}$)$^{2}$]')
a4.legend(['raw','corrected'],loc=0)
a4.set_title(titulo)
show()
Figure C.1: Results for the frame sample of specimen 42.
